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Abstract
Circular Economy (CE) is a recent concept that is gaining strength worldwide due to China's
implementation and the European Union (EU) contribution. It is seen as the alternative to a
wasteful linear economic system, with the aim to keep products at higher value and for longer
time. Together with it, there is a trend of urbanization, with already 50% of the population living
in cities and with expectations of this share to rise to 70%.
This work main goal is to understand the role of cities in CE implementation and its
monitorization. To do so one started by understanding the key concepts and state-of-the-art
behaviours and technologies associated to CE, alongside an understanding of its history.
Furthermore, one shifted this definition to an urban context, understanding how a circular city
should look like and how and where it could leverage circularity, by also benefiting from it.
Finally, a framework for the city analysis was developed, together with a Case Study relating
Porto, Portugal, analysing this city from a representative perspective, while taking conclusions
from the respective results. The framework is based in CE key concepts, as transparency,
modularity and flexibility. It allows the definition of relevant sectors in the city, its evaluation
and the interaction between them, aiming for a holistic approach.
Major conclusions were taken from this work. First, Porto was considered a city with potential
to be circular. Moreover, it has the opportunity in leading, together with cities as Amsterdam,
Barcelona and Glasgow, the urban transition towards CE.
Second, the relevant indicators for CE are yet to be defined, with this responsibility laying
between the EU and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF), and, besides evaluating circularity
in different levels and sectors, shall also be realistic, concerning data that can be collected today,
recommending meaningful data that shall be collected in the near future. Furthermore, a multicriteria analysis can be later included, connecting the different indicators of each sector, and
then the different sectors.
Third, the developed framework is a multi-sectorial framework, based in a meso-macro level.
Due to CE properties, a framework of multi-level is required. The flexibility of the framework
allows the analysis of different cities, in its different sectors and behaviours. Its modularity
allows the connection to similar frameworks, based on the one developed in this work, that shall
reflect a macro-level (national, European and global), a meso-level (focusing on the sectors and
companies) and a micro-level (product), giving the holistic analysis characteristic of CE.
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Sammandrag
Cirkulär ekonomi (CE) är nytt koncept som växer sig starkt på grund av Kinas implementering
och Europeiska Unionens (EU) insatser. CE anses vara alternativet till ett slösaktigt linjärt
ekonomiskt system, med målet att bibehålla produkter under ett högt värde under en längre tid.
Tillsammans med detta pågår en trend av urbanisering där redan 50% av befolkningen bor i
städer, en siffra som förväntas växa upp till 70%.
Huvudmålet med detta arbete är att erhålla en förståelse av städers roll i implementationen utav
CE och dess monitorization. För att uppnå detta behövs först insikt i huvudkoncepten och stateof-the-art-beteenden och teknologin som associeras med CE, samtidigt som man studerar dess
historia. Dessutom, genom att applicera definitionen på ett urbant-sammanhang, förstå hur en
”circular city” bör se ut samt hur och var det kan lyfta upp det cirkulära genom att också ta
fördel från det.
Slutligen, utvecklades ett ramverk (framwork) för analysen av städer, tillsammans med ett Case
Study relaterat till Porto, Portugal, analyserades denna stad från ett representativt perspektiv,
samtidigt som slutsatser dras från the respective resultat. Ramverket (framework) baseras på
CEs nyckelkoncept, såsom transparens, modularitet och flexibilitet. Det tillåter definitionen av
relevanta sektorer in staden, dess utvärdering och interaktionen mellan dessa, siktandes på ett
holistiskt perspektiv.
Stora slutsatser drogs utav detta projekt. Först, Porto anses vara en stad med potential att bli
cirkulär. Dessutom, har den möjlighet att vara ledande, tillsammans med städer som
Amsterdam, Barcelona och Glasgow, att leda den urbana övergången mot CE.
För det andra, relevanta indikatorer för CE måste fortfarande definieras där ansvaret ligger hos
EU och Ellen MacArthur Foundation (EMF), och utöver det även utvärdera cirkularitet på olika
nivåer och sektorer, bör också vara realistiskt, berörande den information som går att samla in
idag, meningsfull information bör samlas in inom en snar framtid. Dessutom, kan en multicriteria-analys inkluderas, som förbinder olika indikatorer av varje enskild sektor, och sedan
olika sektorer.
För det tredje, det framtagna ramverket (framework) är ett multi-sectorial-ramverk, baserat på
ett meso-macro nivå. Till följd av CEs egenskaper är ett multi-level ramverk nödvändigt.
Flexibiliteten av ramverket tillåter analysen av olika städer, i dess olika sektorer och beteenden.
Dess modularity tillåter förbindelsen mellan liknande ramverk, baserat på den som utvecklades
i detta arbete, det ska reflektera en macro-level (nationell, Europeisk och global) en meso-level
(inriktat på sektorer och företag) och ett micro-level (produkt), ger den holistiska analyskaraktären av CE.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays most of the business in the world experience a linear economy system. Linear
economy, based on a take-use-dispose process, seems not to fit the international environmental
agreements, as the Kyoto Protocol, the Sustainable Goals and the Paris Agreement, also facing
uncertainty to social issues as disparity between social classes and being in the core of economic
crisis (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
Therefore, political and business leaders are looking for alternatives to tackle these issues in a
more sustainable and reliable way. With the rising of a bigger care for the environment and the
technological development in areas such as renewable energy and digitalization, Circular
Economy (CE) emerged as an alternative to the current system.
With the simple idea of closing the material flows loop, organic and non-organic, it is proving
to be a pathway for countries and business that want to reduce their environmental impact,
generate jobs, reduce waste to the landfill and bring the consumer to a relevant role in the
material flow, raising awareness and being more local focused and independent (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2015b).
Estimates were performed, revealing that implementing CE in the European level could
increase the GDP by 7%, save 600 billion of EUR and with benefits up to 1.8 trillion of EUR
per year, while generating 170000 direct jobs in waste managements by 2035 (Bourguignon,
2016). EU household’s income would increase by 3000 EUR by 2030, 11% more than the
current conditions (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015b). In environmental and energy areas,
it could reduce the total annual GHG emissions between 2-4% halving GHG emissions by 2030
(República Portuguesa, 2017a) - 48% reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 2030 across
mobility, food systems, and the built environment, or 83% by 2050, saving 6-11% of the energy
used to support the economic activity and reducing between 5-9% of the primary energy
demand in the European Union (EU)) (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a). In Europe, the
primary material consumption can be reduced 32% by 2030 and 53% by 2050 (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2015b).
Furthermore, urbanization is a trend. With 50% of the world population currently living in
cities, it is expected this share to raise to 70% (Prendeville, Cherim, & Bocken, 2018). More
than that, 85% of the global GDP, 75% of the natural resources consumption, 50% of the
generated waste and 60-80% of the total greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) are concentrated in
cities, showing that the impact of cities in energy, economic and environmental matters - today
and in the future – is heavy (Sukhdev, Vol, Brandt, & Yeoman, 2016). Hence, focusing circular
economy in the city level can have a big impact in final consumption, GHG emissions and
resources consumption. By implementing CE in the city level also tightens the loop flows,
ensuring more effectiveness and making the all process more localized. However, to carry this
change, municipalities and important agents in the circular economy management need to have
tools and indicators that allows them to track how the city is performing at a macro level.
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Besides the positive impacts that circular economy can bring and the fact that it goes in line
with trends as urbanization and renewable energy, it’s still in an implementation and
development phase. China already took the first steps towards this path, due to their
environmental problems, showing that CE does have a positive impact and it is implementable
(Ellen & Company, 2014). Nevertheless, CE still faces different challenges: credibility;
technical improvements; investments in R&D, as well as to its implementation; to bring will to
the consumer to be part of the change and motivation for leaders (political and business) to
choose this path.

1.1. Objective
As explained, cities already have an important role in the consumption of resources and
generation of value, since they allocate most of the world population. More than that, this role
is expected to increase in the coming years. Municipalities will have to understand how the city
is performing and which changes to carry to head towards circularity. In this stage, tools to do
it are still being implemented and developed, and case studies regarding circular economy at
the city level are still rare. As so, the purpose of this work is to develop a framework that
provides a picture of how a city is developing, in terms of circularity, englobing all the relevant
sectors for CE in a city while respecting CE key concepts. To test it, a case study of Porto,
Portugal, is carried.

1.2. Circular Economy
Circular economy (CE) is a free philosophy that is getting the spotlight of the European Union
as an alternative to the current linear economy (Vos et al., 2016). Since there is no certified
entity with the power to define CE, different definitions appeared, but generally close to each
other (Kalmykova, Sadagopan, & Rosado, 2017). After the literature review that was carried,
one can say that its concept can be an analogy to how nature itself works, through cycles where
the waste is reduced to a minimum by becoming the input to another process. Therefore, a
concern to an increase of the efficiency/effectiveness of the process is present, as well as
maintaining the product at its highest value through the loop. This generally consists in higher
focus on the design, aiming to flexibility and modularization. It looks for a system based on
transparency, which fosters trustworthy cooperation (Vos et al., 2016) relying in digitalization
(Sukhdev et al., 2016).
Moreover, specific ideas involve CE. One is the 9 R’s (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover
Refuse, Repair, Refurbish, Remanufacture and Repurpose) (Kalmykova et al., 2017) with
emphasis to the Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (Pauliuk, 2018). Another is the division of the loops
in three groups – micro, meso and macro – which represent different levels of socio-economy,
requiring different approaches to CE implementation (Pauliuk, 2018). One can also understand
a bigger role of the demand side, transforming the consumer to user, who shall be more active
in the companies’ business plans and, therefore, in the loop itself (Kirchherr, Reike, & Hekkert,
2017).
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In a perspective of finality, CE shall foster a more social concerned society, reducing external
dependency in terms of raw materials and energy and generating jobs opportunities, as well as
economic growth and tackling social and environmental issues (Henry, 2016). One can define
it as growth within, since the point is to close loops and let the society and the economy grow
from local resources and opportunities, not blocking the exterior but focusing in the interior
(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).
Even though partial concepts of CE theory can be found along human history, it is often
attributed its origin to Kenneth Boulding, in his essay “The Economics of the coming Spaceship
Earth”, 1966, where it appears as a response to the unsustainability of the current linear
economy. This was triggered by the space explorations, that brought awareness of how fragile
Earth was.
In 1968, Fuller went further than Boulding, giving guidelines in how to behave to foster a more
sustainable economy and society in “Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth”.
Due to similar reasons, Walter Stahel in “Limits to Growth”, 1972, developed the idea of
closing loops to preserve value locally, reducing inputs and waste, as well as dependency. This
work was further complemented by “The Potential for Substituting Manpower for Energy”,
from the same author in 1977. Here the focus was in recycling and energy efficiency.
This ignited new alternatives to our current economy, leading to the development of concepts
as industrial symbioses, regenerative design, performance economy, cradle-to-cradle, blue
economy, green growth, natural capitalism and biomimicry, which emerged from the same
reasons and looking for similar goals, shaping each other and basing the concept of CE (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2015b).
Only in the 1990s’ CE was mention. It appeared in the work of Pearce and Turner, “Economics
of Natural Resources and the Environment”. Besides closing the loops and referring the
economic benefits of this system, it also brought the idea that social issues could be tackled by
it.
However, it was only in the new millennium that CE gained more interest, when China adopted
this economic framework to tackle its environmental problems, strictly related with its
economic issues and based in the 3 Rs.
In 2002, The Ellen MacArthur Foundation published its first report on CE, and from then on
gained momentum and recognition as a reference in this subject.
Finally, more and more entities are gaining interest in CE, from big emphasis to the European
Union, that seems to embrace this system as the future, since it will fit in the goals and context
that it pretends. The prove of this is the Action Plan developed by the EU to foster Circular
Economy, in December 2016. The development of CE concept shall not be attributed to only
one moment, or entity, since it comes from a long time, based in observed and understood
behaviours, as the biological cycles of nature (Smol, Kulczycka, & Avdiushchenko, 2017).
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It is known that CE has many different definitions, even though they are not that different
between themselves. Due to lack of initiative and since the global context does not give the
power to one process or entity to certify a given definition, CE is being accepted as an open
concept, being more characterized than defined (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015b). Whit
this in mind, the main agents in its development and study are academics, namely universities
and its representatives (professors, thesis projects); the European Union, since it embraced this
philosophy and has expectations on implementing it in the European framework;, and the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, that due to its interest and works, in the past and present, is assuming
the role of the most credible and specialized entity when referring to CE.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation definition of CE is “an industrial system that is restorative or
regenerative by intention and design. It replaces the ‘end-of-life’ concept with restoration, shifts
towards the use of renewable energy, eliminates the use of toxic chemicals, which impair reuse,
and aims for the elimination of waste through the superior design of materials, products,
systems, and, within this, business models.”
This is the most popular definition of it, but a study compiling 114 definitions of CE ended up
with: “a circular economy describes an economic system that is based on business models which
replace the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing, alternatively reusing, recycling and recovering
materials in production/distribution and consumption processes, thus operating at the micro
level (products, companies, consumers), meso level (eco-industrial parks) and macro level (city,
region, nation and beyond), with the aim to accomplish sustainable development, which implies
creating environmental quality, economic prosperity and social equity, to the benefit of current
and future generations.” (Kirchherr et al., 2017)
A better notion of what CE is can be accomplished by comparing both definitions,
understanding that they don’t go against, rather complementing each other. Furthermore, for
this thesis purpose (evaluate a city in circular economy), these concepts shall be translated into
the city context, aiming to reflect how the city is behaving and supporting the implementation
and development of CE, while respecting CE key concepts.

1.3. Context
A clear understanding of how CE emerged and in which panorama it is being introduced is
important. The world is more connected than ever, bringing awareness to social issues
otherwise neglected or left to ignorance, that governments aim to tackle. This connection is also
reflected in economic terms, with the past decades enabling energetic, economic and material
dependencies worldwide in a linear economy context, where the end of life of a product is
generally ignored. Due to it, the environment is a global concern nowadays, with conventions
and agreements aiming to tackle some of these problems. Finally, innovation is emerging as the
motor of business and sustainability is trending, fostering green business and bringing will to
change the present path (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015b).
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1.3.1. European Union CE approach
Europe is known as one of the world references in terms of economy and social security. The
life quality level is high, and economy is relatively strong. These are characteristics that Europe
aims to keep.
As an active part of a very connected world, Europe found itself dependent in many aspects of
their neighbours. Energy and material flows with the rest of the world is big part of Europe
modus operandum, bringing dependency with it. In 2014, it exported in tonnes, 159 of Biomass,
237 of manufactured products and 434 of fossil fuels and mining products, compared to 181,
195 and 1300 tonnes in imports, respectively (Henry, 2016). This dependency is part of Europe
security of supply issues, alongside price volatility and resources availability. Tackling these
barriers is only one of CE diverse impacts when implemented.
EU is embracing Circular Economy as a long-term path, to change its economy to a more
sustainable one, reducing pressures on environment, fostering social integration and promoting
local value. Moreover, competitiveness goes alongside CE, bringing innovation and local job
growth. Its quantitative impacts where already pointed out in the Introduction section.
It goes in line with other EU commitments. CE can reduce GHG emissions, goals from the
Kyoto Protocol, as well as from COP 21 in Paris. It is also a backup for the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG 2030), settled by the United Nations, particularly Goal 12 that fosters
sustainable production and consumption. In more quantitative perspectives, it can tackle the
2ºC goal, and waste management goals as increasing municipal reused waste to 65%, packaging
waste to reuse till 75%, reduced landfill waste to a 10% share and marine litter by 30% till 2030,
while halving the food waste per capita, globally.
More than that, waste management is improving in Europe. Between 2004 and 2012, EU-28
plus Norway, reduced the waste generation in the manufacturer and service sectors from 25%
to 23%, while the sector output increased from 7% to 13%. Municipality waste reduced by 2%
in EEA countries, while real household expenditure increased by 7% (Bourguignon, 2016).
Nevertheless, CE still faces some challenges in the European context. First, since it is a systemic
implementation, impacting many sectors, brings significative changes with it, requiring intense
funding. This funding is connected to R&D in different technologies, promoting innovation, as
well as subsidies to the integration of strategic paths, as sustainable buildings and electrical
mobility (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013). Second, SMEs are a core business in CE, and
its adaptation to sustainability is not easy, requiring investments and skills that, generally, are
not available. Third, the behaviour of the consumer must change to a more active citizen,
alongside the change and implementation of business models that foster circularity. Finally,
since it is a multi-level and multi sectorial implementation, it also requires cooperation and
transparency among stakeholders (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).
Europe is facing internal discrepancies, with the recent case of Brexit, that might push countries
to follow divergent paths, dividing the EU. However, in CE matters, many state members seem
to have similar points of view and show motivation to change. This motivation is followed by
cooperation and standardization, that is mainly achieved by Europe efforts to make CE
commonly understood and present.
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EU, the reference for its state members, generates guidelines as the best available techniques
reference documents (BREFs) and Directives that support a more unified CE integration.
Programmes as the Eco-design (promoting the design of products in a circular perspective), the
Eco-labelling (providing the consumer with more information about the sustainability of a
product) and the Innovative Deals (participation of state members to tackle legislative barriers
to CE) are proof of the EU commitment to head towards CE. Furthermore, some areas were
prioritized, based on the present European context, being them plastics, food waste, critical
materials, construction & demolition and biomass & biobased materials. This effort to make all
the members aware of the critical areas to implement CE, complemented by guidelines to how
to navigate this implementation reflects in positive progress in cities as Ljubljana, that generates
41% less waste than the European average, whit Slovenia reducing 59% of its waste to landfill
(European Comission, 2017).
All this change requires financial organization and support, which is covered by the European
Commission, the European Investment Bank and other financial market and business agents.
Horizon 2020 is also relevant targeting projects to invest, as well as LIFE, that allocated 150
million EUR to promote 80 circular projects (European Comission, 2017).

1.3.2. Portugal panorama towards CE implementation
Portugal is, in sustainability, environmental and energy matters, in line with most of EU
Directives and purposes. It is a participative country, embracing the European goals as its own,
as the Paris Agreement, the SDG 2030 and Action Plan of the EU for CE, as well as the EU
Political Industrial Strategy.
It shares the point of view that the linear economy model is no longer viable due to its negative
economic and environmental impacts (air pollution accounted for 3,6% of the national GDP in
2013) (Ministros, 2017). The shift goes by implementing CE in a multi-level approach, which
also goes in line with the Portugal perspective of getting carbon free by 2050.
In fact, it brings these Directives to its own Legislation and Action Plans, with the elaboration
of a National Action Plan for Circular Economy, presented in the ministries board on June the
8th of 2017, complemented by other Action Plans and legislations, as the Nacional Strategy on
Food Waste.
Its implementation comes in three levels, following a multi-level approach and, as so,
contributing to many different fields at once. The levels are the national (through fiscal
incentives, legislative frameworks, voluntary agreements and collaborative networks); a
sectorial level that, on one hand, fosters industrial symbioses and circular enterprises, while on
the other hand develops circular cities; and, finally, specific supports to needed fields, namely
R&D. This support comes from different entities, between them the Environment Fund, the
Innovation, Technology and Circular Economy Fund and Portugal 2020 (República Portuguesa,
2017b).
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An example of this specific support is the Efficient Housing Program that is ongoing. It is
supported by 200 million EUR from the EIB, with another 100 million EUR allocated by
different entities. It promotes the implementation of renewable energy (focusing in selfconsumption), energetic efficiency and improvement of environmental performance in
buildings rehabilitation, allowing taxes lower than the market ones. Moreover, a Portal – Portal
Casa Eficiente - was created to promote this program (República Portuguesa, 2018a).
Other examples of Portugal commitment in a shift towards a more sustainable path and
welcoming for CE are incentives has the increase of the IRC to 110 % for projects concerning
ecological issues, reflected by SIFIDE – Sistema de Incentivos Fiscais à I&D Empresarial. A
digital platform, named ECO.NOMIA, was developed to aggregate, analyse and spread
information about circular economy, in all its fronts, fostering collaboration and transparency
in the shift towards CE.
Portugal believes CE can bring many advantages to its economy, reducing the imports and
extraction of raw materials, as well as GHG emissions and landfill waste. This would have a
positive impact in the household consumption (and many other indicators). According to 20142015 data, it is increasing, contributing to a national productivity of 1,10 GDP/kg of consumed
material that is below the EU 2,00 GDP/kg.
Moreover, by 2030, CE would have reduced in 30% the dependency in raw-materials, while
translating it to an increase of 3,3 billion EUR in GVA (República Portuguesa, 2017a).
An analysis using an industrial sample of 32 companies showed that 57% of waste ended up
disposed. Furthermore, it revealed that in Portugal, from the 1 million tons of waste disposed
in 2015, if industrial symbioses were fostered, 5,5 million tons of domestic extraction could be
reduced, as well as 165 million EUR in intermediate consumption, contributing to a 32 million
EUR increase in GVA and the creation of 1300 jobs. It also showed the potential of specific
opportunities of industrial symbioses in the north and south regions of Portugal (Portugal,
2015).
Due to the positive predictions of the CE impact, Portugal is committed to its implementation.
It focus its efforts on facilitating the SMEs shift towards a collaborative, transparent and
sustainable business perspective; reduce raw materials consumption, as well as water losses,
waste generation and GHG emissions; increase the renewable energy penetration and
regenerative processes, as well as energy and hydric efficiencies; promote innovation that
embraces CE perspectives, through durability and modularity, valuing local opportunities and
exports; promote the share of information and state-of-the-art processes, making the consumer
as part of the business model (República Portuguesa, 2017b).
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1.3.3. Porto as Case Study of circularity
Porto, being part of the EuroCities, embraced the challenge to become a circular city by 2030
– having the specific focus on Industrial Symbioses - acknowledging that this new path must
be implemented in a multi-level and multi-sectorial way. For that, it is understood that it is the
Municipality responsibility to evolve companies, universities, technological and investigation
entities, NGOs and citizens in general, since all shall have a role in this path (Câmara Municipal
do Porto, 2018b).
The Metropolitan area of Porto (AMP) accounts with 17 municipalities, around 1700000
inhabitants and 3,3% of the national GVA. The Great Porto itself (close in geography to the
AMP) is responsible for 12% of the national wealth. The AMP is strongly connected to Porto,
the city, in cultural and economic terms. Porto itself has around 215000 inhabitants, with 72,3%
of this number flowing in and out of the city, daily. It also generates 135000 tons of waste per
year, with the AMP accounting for 588,2 kg of waste per capita.
Porto is facing depopulation – as Portugal - in the last years, and it is not expected to end,
complemented by an aging of the inhabitants. Moreover, its GDP per capita has also been
decreasing, with unemployment increasing, revealing a city with a need of redefinition (Câmara
Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
In terms of GVA, the primary sector in the north region of Portugal accounts for 1,66%, with
the secondary accounting for 30,54% and the tertiary for 67,80%. In terms of number (quantity)
the most common companies in the north are retail and whole sail, along with vehicle
reparation, agriculture, cattle breeding, hunting, forestation and fishing. Nevertheless, the
transforming industry accounts for 20,65% of the GVA, with the main sectors in it being
clothing, metallic products, furniture and mattresses. In the recent years, tourism, textile and
cork industries also share the spotlight of relevant business in Porto (República Portuguesa,
2016).
Supported by culture and its economy, some relevant fields emerged in Porto, namely
Technology, Agroindustry, Food, Health, Sustainability, Mobility, Forestation, Fashion,
Production, Furniture, Tourism, Cork, Sea Economy, Creative Industries and Wine (AMP,
2013).
However, there are still some obstacles to CE implementation and development. The population
is not well educated, yet, to take a role in the value chain of products, neither are the enterprises.
The water management is highly inefficient, with an old sewer network. The electrification of
the mobility sector has low support from infrastructures, facing also a cultural barrier when
implementing car sharing and public transportation, complemented by a monopoly from
MOBI.E, that stagnated its development.
Nevertheless, Porto aims at becoming a zero-waste city, and developed a Roadmap to achieve
it till 2030. With some relevant projects already ongoing and the support from Portugal and the
EU, it is taking steps towards circularity and to a must needed redefinition of the city.
Furthermore, this change evolves a new generation, the Millennials, who were born surrounded
by digitalization, value more experiences than materialization and have less buying power.
These factors can contribute to the CE implementation (Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
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2. Methodology
This work objective is the development of a framework and its respective use to analyse a city
in terms of its circularity. Since CE is a relatively new concept and goes alongside state-of-theart case studies and technologies, a broad literature review was needed. When enough
information was collected about the different important aspects for the development of a
framework and to understand CE in cities, it was time to develop a framework suitable to
analyse a city in terms of its circularity. Finally, this framework must be tested and filled with
the city information. This test is done by interviewing different relevant agents in the city
management, in the circular economy field and in the industries and organizations that connect
CE to the city. The information is collected through these same interviews, but also by data
gathered through literature review. These steps to the development of this thesis are represented
in Figure 1.

Literature
Review

Framework
Development

Case Study

• CE key concepts
• CE impacts in cities
• Cities case studies
• CE technologies, behaviours & synergies
• European context related to CE
• Portugal context related to CE
• Policies

• Cities fields & synergies
• Literature Review on Framework Development
• Other frameworks examples

• Literature Review on Porto different Fields
• Ongoing Projects
• DRE research
• INE research
• Porto Roadmap
• Interviews
• Fulfilment of framework
• Feedback

Figure 1 – Methodology of the Thesis
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2.1. Literature Review
The literature review has enormous relevance in such a recent subject has circular economy.
Therefore, the first step was to describe circular economy, finding its definition and its most
important key concepts. When understood what CE stands for, the next step was the
determination of the diverse technologies and behaviours that promote it. During this process,
one could identify the most active agents fostering CE, namely the Foundation Ellen
MacArthur, the European Union and cities as Amsterdam and Glasgow. It is also important to
highlight the fact that CE studies are starting to go alongside the urbanization subject, as well
as economic and environmental trends, allowing a supported connection between CE and urban
areas. This was the base for the framework here developed, and the most relevant part of the
thesis. It englobes the definition of what affects CE as a whole, and also what affects a city.
Then it merged both concepts, being the results the framework discussed in this work and the
Porto case study.
After, the literature review started to focus on the second part of this thesis, the analysis of a
city. When enough information was gathered about CE and cities, one started translating it to
the context of this work, the city of Porto. This means that it was made a literature review to
understand the context in which CE is being implemented in the EU, then Portugal and finally
in Porto. More than just CE is relevant in this literature review, opening the doors to broader
but very important subjects as the policies that can promote or hold back CE, in an EU and
national level. Moreover, an understanding of the evolved industries in Porto, as well as its
demographics is stressed. This information helps picturing how Porto works as a city and
indicates relevant local business that can be synergies in a more circular approach.
At the same time, literature review focused on the indicators to monitor CE in a city, in case
studies and in framework development was carried. Obviously, this gave support to the
development of a credited framework that is the objective of this thesis. Nevertheless, literature
material in this subject has to be further developed, as well as data bases that support circular
analysis. This brought the need of a wider research, with the will to gather relevant information
or to generate assumptions that could monitor Porto as a city.
All this literature review was performed constantly during the development of the thesis,
complementing opinions and information throughout its development (of course, as explained
before, there was a more intense period of certain types of review). However, not all the
documents read were included directly in the thesis, even though they contributed largely to the
understanding and even development of the framework and its analysis.

2.2. Framework
The analysis of the circularity of a city as to be organized in a way to be understood by
municipalities and other relevant agents. For this purpose, the use of different display tools can
be of immense use, since a visual display of something more technical can break the barrier of
scientific complexity, presenting something otherwise confuse and too technical in a simple
and interactive way that bridges politicians, academics, engineers, economist, et alia. This type
of horizontal communication is relevant for CE implementation, especially on the macro and
meso levels, since it requires the collaboration of so many different areas.
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As so, a framework was developed, consisting in tables and a diagram. The framework was
based on the most relevant fields of a city, with the care of who is supposed to understand it,
modify it and use it. These fields are listed and explained in the next subsections:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Resources
Renewable Energy
CE Innovation
Food
Building
Transport
Specific Industry(ies)
Water Management
Waste Management
Education
Digitalization
Demographics
Policies

To get to the most relevant fields in a city one carried an exhaustive literature review, exploring
other frameworks developed for CE analysis, real case studies of cities embracing CE, as
Amsterdam, Glasgow and Barcelona, and city economic and cultural analysis. It came down to
these 13 sectors, where each one has its particularities, with contributions to the city dynamics
and to the circularity of the city. Each sector will be explained in more detailed in the following
sections. The development of the framework was a constant changing process, alongside new
information coming from literature review. It was finally finalized when complemented by the
interviews, where the feedback was positive and one understood it was fit for its purpose.
The result consists in a diagram that stresses the synergies within a city, as well as the goals of
the relevant areas and/or its data. Its purpose it’s to allow an understanding of the point of
situation of a city, as well as the different interactions and fields of interest (and their separated
point of situation). To complement this diagram three tables where developed: The Fields table,
the Synergies table and the Policies table. Their point is to allow a more detailed analysis in
these matters. The Diagram is presented in Figure 2 and explained in more detail in the Results
section.

2.2.1. Tables
The framework is a way to display in a simple way the relevant fields and their progress of CE
implementation in a city. Nevertheless, it is understood that the information that it transmits it’s
not enough to get an informed idea of the state of progress. Hence, the three tables were
developed to go alongside the diagram, completing the Circular City Analysis Framework
(CCAF) and explore it in more detail.
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The first table is the Fields. It aims to explain each field description in the city context, as well
as the agents involved and with influence on it. More than that it shall have a section to indicate
the possible technologies in this field that may foster CE, again connected to the city context.
To complete the table, two more columns are added. One giving a picture of how the city is
performing in CE matters in that field in the present; the other showcasing the goals of the city
of that field in the future.
A Synergies table is also developed to go in more detail in each synergy present in the
framework. These synergies are listed, and, in different columns, it is described which fields
interact in this synergy, how they interact and how they could interact in the future to increase
circularity.
Finally, a table indicates relevant policies for CE in a city. The policy distinguishes between
City, National or International level. In another column, it is stated which fields are affected by
this policy and in the two next columns it is explained the respective description and
recommendation for the policy.

2.2.1. Interviews
To complement the literature review interviews were performed, aiming to collect feedback
related to the adequality of the framework to a city like Porto. The topics of the interview always
started broad, exploring the meaning of CE and its role in a city, as well as the political
framework in Portugal that could promote or block it. Then, a more specific set of questions
were always prepared, in order to get the needed information - not available in the literature
review and not provided by given institutions – to better perform the analysis of Porto city.
The interviews were balanced between face-to-face and skype calls, taking between one hour
to 2 hours. All the fields ended being discussed in the interviews, due to the advantageous
position of many of the ones interviewed. One must say that, at the end, these interviews did
not end up directly with the collection of data. However, some lead to it, being the source of
some of the results here present that couldn’t be supported by more reliable sources.
Moreover, the feedback for the framework was positive, with some remarks to the difficulty of
merging all the sectors of a city and the point out that, for a more developed analysis, other
sectors should be added. Nevertheless, the modularity of the framework was convincing that
these missing sectors could be added in the specific industry section, and that the flexibility of
the framework allowed that some of the missing fields discussed could be incorporated by the
existing fields in the framework.
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Figure 2 - CCD (Circular City Diagram)
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3. Results
This thesis converged to a framework, consisting in a diagram which will be discretized below,
as well as three complementary tables that are presented in the case study of Porto. This case
study main purpose is to test the framework by bringing it to a real situation, hence, a real city.
The results of the analysis of Porto come from the mix of interviews and literature review,
complemented by assumptions of the author.
The analysis is performed in a macro, meso level, not going in depth in each sector, and shall
be overlooked as a qualitative picture of a city, not as quantitative.

3.1. Diagram
This framework aims to picture the city in its circularity. Besides being developed to be
understood by non-scientific individuals, it should give the image of how the city is, where to
go and the key areas of interaction, regarding the strengths and weaknesses of it.
It must reflect the CE key concepts - as modular, flexible and transparent – allowing its
modification if external factors change the context (for instance, the appearance of a new
technology, a demographic change, a new policy).
Through the literature, three levels in CE monitoring were found: micro level (products), meso
level (eco-industrial parks, companies, industries) and macro level (city, region, nation and
beyond). A CE framework should reflect all these levels to be complete. However, this is too
complex to a municipality level, which is the final user of this framework. As so, it focuses on
the macro and meso level, that are more in line with the understanding of the agents that will
analyse the city performance in terms of circularity. Nevertheless, a future approach can
connect this framework with a lower level one, representing material flows in the different
levels, as well as energy analysis, creating a more exhaustive and complete framework that can
analyse a city in all its levels. For this purpose - together with the objective of a unique
framework to analyse, somehow in a utopic point of view, every circular aspect of a city – this
framework shall be modular to be adaptable to more macro analysis (cities in the European
context, as well as still to develop circular macro indicators for this purpose) and lower level
analysis, as pure meso analysis of industries or companies MFA and LCA or/and micro level,
to the product development. At the same time, it shall be flexible to be implemented in different
cities, whom shall have different contexts and behaviours, however, still having the basic
characteristics of a city.
The display of the city sectors must reflect how they were designed to interact to each other
while representing a city. A ranking of the most common and relevant synergies between fields
was performed taking into consideration the case studies, reports and papers examined in the
literature review. It was concluded that three levels can be distinguished: the external ring, the
intermediate ring and the core. This was the base, together, with the sectors themselves, of the
diagram one can check in Figure 2.
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In the external link one can find policies, digitalization, demography and education. These fields
have an influence in many of the other fields and can be generally considered as external factors
(except digitalization, that is allocated here mainly because of its overall influence). They have
a holistic approach and influence in the city. Its external presence involves the framework itself,
as they involve the city behaviour. These fields are broader, being more flexible to touch many
areas without exiting their working area (for example, demographic can analyse age but also
health of the citizens).
In the core the local resources can be found, as energy and materials that are the base for the
circularity and business of the city, not forgetting other important characteristics of the city that
can’t be included in other fields (as explained before) but do fit as local. From it, all the branches
emerge and it’s something mostly intrinsic to the area, being the source of the framework and,
due to circularity, sometimes the end.
Finally, in the intermediate level the different remaining fields emerge, connected to the local
resources and generally influenced by the external ring. A highlight must be done to the waste
management, that gathers connections from many of the intermediate fields and allocates them
again to the local resources, closing the loop, or to other fields, being, when used, the bridge
and transformer of outputs into inputs. Moreover, the right side of the framework represents
structural fields of a circular city, being fixed from city to city, while the left side is reserved to
specific industries of the city, that change from city to city, bringing a balance between
flexibility and structure to the framework, reflecting the CE characteristics.
Besides this basic display, the positioning of each field is not random. Starting from the local
resources, it is displayed in a central position since most of the fields are connected to it, being,
as explained before, the core. Going from the left to the right, education is positioned right next
to CE Innovation due to the role that universities can play in developing CE different
approaches, in technology and economic matters. Moreover, education is close to the start of
the waste management since educated/informed consumers can enhance circular economy at
its bottom, behaving as an active part of the loop. As one can see, the waste management
surrounds the intermediate ring, gathering the waste from the different fields and giving them
back to the local resources, closing the loop. Food and building are side by side, enhancing
synergies between them. Furthermore, there are strong potential synergies between buildings,
renewable energy and transport, which are translated to the framework as the core of the
intermediate ring. On top of it one can see water management, that aims to be in a central level
to allow synergies with most of the fields. The same approach is taken in the external ring,
where digitalization is always central to allow connections with almost all the intermediate
fields, connections that are generally implemented in the bottom level, i.e., in business and
citizens, individually (smart phones, smart metering). Finally, on the left side of the
intermediate ring one can allocate the specific industry (or industries) of the city, that generally
have potential synergies with waste management, water management and renewable energies.
On its left there is demographics, that has overall indirect influence in CE – being, as so,
assigned a role in the external ring and in a not central position – and is related to the cultural
entity of the city, as well as the specific industries close to it. Finally, the policies field is located
at the top, having a direct overall impact in essentially all fields, mimicking its interaction with
the city, from top to bottom.
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This display aims to suit every city. However, since cities dynamics can differ a lot, it is also
possible to change positions of the fields, add new fields and remove others, although it is
believed that the flexibility given by the left side of the intermediate ring, together with the
broad definition of the external ring and core, are enough to embrace the changes from city to
city. However, one must always have in mind the need of keeping fields with potential synergies
close to each other, therefore fostering simplicity of display in the framework.
One shall also have in mind the need of a structural framework, that does not differ too much
from case to case, to foster standardization and, in the future, comparison between cities. This
framework is developed with the vision of further implementation of standard circular
indicators, as well as the connection of upper and lower level (from micro to macro).
CE, due to its looped characteristic and the will to promote synergies, tends to connect the most
diverse fields of a city, generating complex webs of connections that are exhaustive to represent.
However, as explained before, there are some fields that are more relevant than others, in
synergies but also in a standalone perspective - and these will be the ones represented in the
framework. These fields can interact between themselves, allowing an important trait of CE,
synergies. The organization of the fields in the diagram enhances the most probable synergies
to be displayed, preventing, as far as possible, a messy presentation. The fields present in the
framework are described below.

3.1.1. Local Resources
As explained before, the European context translates a big resources dependency and CE is
seen as a strategy to tackle it. It features a more efficient use of the resources, making them
circulate longer, therefore taking more value from them.
To improve independency from external inputs one shall promote the use of local resources,
making the economy of a region or city a translation of its potentials and culture, adapting it to
its citizens and increasing efficiency by reducing import and transport costs. Local value loops
improve the local production as well as the local economy. Moreover, making resources more
local brings a sense of community, which is mainly seen as a positive social impact (Circle
Economy, 2015).
A better track and more transparency are also achieved by being local, since it is easier to track
down the source of the flows, collect data, analyse and share it, fostering circular cases that rely
on reverse logistics. Moreover, locality and renewable energy are related, where the best
technological option and its feasibility and performance are dependent on the climate conditions
of a region, making the local climate an important analysis when determining a CE strategy.
One must say that local loops are tighter loops – inner loops – and they are more valuable,
preserving integrity, embedded energy and labour and less complexity (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2016).
These field - to the purpose of giving a holistic perspective to the framework – shall embrace
topics that are out of scope of the other fields but can still be related to local and overall
characteristics of the city, as environmental and life quality aspects.
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3.1.2. Renewable Energy
Since one of the core values of CE is the elimination of waste and the reduction of inputs in a
system, renewable energies are a better fit than an electrical system based on fossil fuels.
Renewables rely in local resources, as solar irradiation, biomass or wind, bringing
independency.
The energy system shall be localized and distributed, taking advantage of the natural resources
in a region, enabling a resilient and effective energy use. The outcome of it, through renewable
energy, would be a reduction on costs and a positive impact in the environment with lower
levels of GHG emissions (Douma, Winter, Ramkumar, Raspail, & Dufourmont, 2015).

Figure 3 - Portugal Installed Capacity (APREN)

Electrification can easily fit renewable energy as its core energy source, bringing more
synergies to areas as buildings, food, water management and mobility. Incorporating these
fields in the energy system can utilise in a more effective manner many assets, while also
transforming waste into value in these fields (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).
Moreover, renewables are a technological trend, with installations and investments being
carried around the globe – also due to the characteristics explained here – that is viewed as the
base of the future energy system. This is confirmed by its development, for instance, over the
last years in Portugal, showcased in Figure 3. Cities should be aware of this trend, preparing its
infrastructures to embrace it, planning its development with flexibility so this new power
technologies can be easily integrated.
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3.1.3. CE Innovation
The linear economy, although it promoted a great rate of growth, is also incredibly wasteful
and brings economic, social and environmental crisis. CE aims to tackle all these issues while
keeping the economy growing. However, the business models to enable it are few and difficult
to implement in today’s context.
To achieve this shift towards CE, business models and companies have to be redesigned and
innovative paths to take benefit and foster CE will be highly rewarded. Moreover, innovation
itself is being seen as the motor of growth and sustainability of companies and shall keep this
role in CE.
Activities as reverse logistics, for example, can end up being incredible complex, as well as
some synergies. An innovative business plan (or disruptive technology) can overcome this
complexity bringing competitive advantage to the one implementing it, while also enabling a
better scenario of CE (Ellen & Company, 2014).
Furthermore, the CE economic system will still rely on big companies, that will bring volume
to the market, as well as SMEs, that will be faster to adapt and tackle disruptive changes. This
promotes diversity and, as a result, a more balanced system. However, SMEs might have
difficulties embracing the more sustainable work ethic that characterizes CE. Innovative ways
to tackle these barriers (from the SMEs but also from municipalities) will trigger the progress
of CE (Bourguignon, 2016).
Innovation, coming from new business cases required by CE, will upgrade technological
development, manufacture better materials, increase efficiency and labour quality and find
more opportunities to make profit from.

3.1.4. Food
Food, built environment and mobility are structural fields in urbanization, while also being key
areas needing a change in a CE approach.

Figure 4 - Food Losses and Impacts (EMF)
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In Europe, 40% of the land is reserved to nutrition, pollination and energy linked to food
production. However, the food coming from it is not healthy, wasteful and has a negative impact
in the environment. Furthermore, it accounts for 19% of the European average household, being
the second highest spend of a European citizen. Its relevance is represented in the EU
Commission budget, with rural development having a 45% share of it, as well as in the EU
Common agriculture Programme, where 56 billion EUR are allocated.
Europe faces some disparities and health problems related to nutrition, with 5% of its population
being in risk of under-nutrition, while 50% is overweighed or obese.
Generally, 20% of the food value is wasted through its value chain, while 11% more are wasted
by the consumer. Many technologies are emerging to fight these health and waste challenges,
in an urban and circular concept. Precision farming, supported by IT, big data management,
geospatial technology and automation, together with no-tillage farming, can increase the
efficiency of irrigation between 20 and 30% while reducing pesticides usage by 10-20%. These
stats can be checked in Figure 4.
Vertical, aquaponic or hydroponic farming go more in line with an urban (or peri urban)
approach, bringing the food closer to the customer and, therefore, increasing the relationship
between producer and consumer and, consequently, improving the food quality. It is also
expected to be more organic and enable job creation, while reducing 70-90% of the use of
fertilizer, reducing transport costs and emissions, looping nutrients and the unabsorbed water
(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).

3.1.5. Building
The built environment is one of the most relevant and mature sectors in Europe economy,
generating around 14 million jobs, and representing 8,8% of its GDP. It is also 9600 EUR of
the average household annual spending. However, it remains wasteful.
It still faces urban sprawl and accounts for 32% of GHG emissions while representing 40% of
Europe energy demand. But these stats can definitely be reduced through a circular shift,
supported by new technologies and consumer behaviours.
Often, 10% of materials are wasted on-site construction, as can be checked in Figure 5. Modular
construction, as well as 3D printing and industrialized construction can reduce this value, while
also reducing 30% of the costs and 50% of delivery time. Material passports and material banks,
supported by digitalization, can promote a second life to used materials and generate a market
for them.
Buildings can shift from energy sinks to energy sources, using decentralized renewable
production, mainly PV solar panels, but also considering new wind technologies (as micro
turbines or kite-based technologies) and rain retention (for energy production or, in most cases,
to reduce water consumption). Alongside with this production, closed loops of food and water
can be implemented, making buildings more self-dependent. Sharing housing and offices,
involving the user in the circular scheme, will also reduce the wasted space and increase the
usage of the buildings.
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These measures can reduce office spaces by 80% and reduce 90 % of organic waste. More than
that, urban planning can end up in a 75% less land use than the urban sprawling scenario (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).

Figure 5 - Buildings Losses and Impacts (EMF)

3.1.6. Transport
Mobility is a mandatory field to take into account in every city, enabling job creation, economic
growth and life quality. It is fundamental to society and, besides, evolves some of the most
respected and impactful companies in the world. In Europe, the total cost of ownership accounts
for 2 trillion EUR, which is the GDP of Sweden and Italy combined.
The mobility sector is highly dependent on fossil fuels and individualized, with electrification
and other clean fossil technologies still in an initial development phase. Therefore, it is related
to low efficiency with only 1 to 2 % of the total energy used to move people, while accounting
to 24,3% of total GHG emissions.
In a general city, 50 % of its land is devoted to mobility (roads and parking), but only 10% of
it is used, even in rush hours as one can check in Figure 6. Furthermore, congestion is an issue
that is a reality in mostly every city, accounting for 2% of the GDP of a city as Paris. It also has
a social impact, accounting to 30000 deaths per year and 4 times more permanent injuries. This
are symptoms of a field that requires a systemic approach and CE friendly technologies can be
the right ones.
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Shared mobility, supported by a digitalized environment can fight the low usage of a car,
reducing the time that a car is parked and the increasing of the passengers it transports (parked
92% of the time and 1,5 passengers, respectively). It has experienced a growth of 40% from
year to year - with recent successful cases as eCooltra – and getting the attentions of Venture
Capitalists, that between 2013 and 2014 invested 5 billion EUR in this sector, representing an
increase of 10 times.

Figure 6 - Transport Losses and Impacts (EMF)

Alongside and supporting shared mobility is the electrification of the fleet, which will bring
O&M costs down by 50-70%, due to less moving parts, while reducing fuel costs by 30%.
Automation, powered by Google and also by other big car enterprises, has the potential to
reduce accidents by 90%, while reducing prices, saving humans life and reducing repairing
costs. However, its implementation in urban scenario is still complex, requiring a strong
implementation in highways, a more simple scenario for it to operate, before shifting towards
cities (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a).

3.1.7. Specific Industry
An economy of a region is very important for it to strive. Moreover, this economy is generally
based in some specific industries that, in their turn, are fruit of the history of the region. In a
strategy focused on the city that pretends to take the biggest potential from the culture and social
panorama – as CE aims - identifying these relevant industries and use all the progress that they
already achieved, shifting it towards a circular model, is something that shall be promoted.
In this section, one or more industries shall be selected, based on their relevance to the city
economy and culture, but also based on the potential to become circular and, as so, an example
to the other industries.
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Built environment, food and mobility are already discussed as structural fields of a city and
represent a big share of the economic and social activity of a city. However, the specific
industries represented in this section shall be the image of the culture and the economy of the
society, bringing diversity from city to city, as well as charisma, therefore changing from city
to city and bringing flexibility to the framework.
In this framework, it is assumed that the generality of cities relies on the other 12 fields. These
fields will diverge from city to city in terms of the strategies and solutions that are implemented
to bring circularity into it but will always be part of a circular modern city. However, this filed
is different itself from region to region, bringing the flexibility to a city to analyse their soft and
strong points, connected them to one or more relevant industries – taking into consideration
local resources, skills demographic and social behaviours - and mould it to be the example of
circularity, alongside all the benefits that a circular model can bring.

3.1.8. Water Management
As a natural need that it is, water has to be managed carefully and shall be a concern priority,
especially nowadays. European extract 13% of all their renewable and fresh water for human
activities. Even though this value does not seem very expressive, over extraction has been
identified as a threat.
Water scarcity is a global issue that is expected to increase even more the following years. In
Europe, 10% of the territory suffers from it, affecting 17% of the European population.
Moreover, droughts have cost 100 billion EUR over the last 30 years.
In an urban environment, a better management of water can be achieved. In households, water
can be recirculating, closing loops and taking advantage of otherwise wasted water to the
sewage.
Farming, if brought to the urban environment through urban and vertical farming, can achieve
significant water savings in the food industry. It can also be combined with aquaculture. More
than that, 70 % of phosphorous, a critical material in EU, is not recovered from sewage, which
is another highlight of the lack of serious management in this field (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2015a).
Resuming, water is a human need that has to be managed more carefully than it has been till
today. Concentrating this management in cities can promote more synergies, making wasted
water useful in other fields. It can also be more easily controlled and upgraded, having local
and immediate impacts.
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3.1.9. Waste Management
Waste is an output that, in CE, has to be eliminated. To do so, society must stop seeing outputs
of certain flows as waste, but instead as value to another activity, working on synergies,
recirculating technical materials and cascading bio-based ones (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2015b).
In the urban context there is structural waste that has to be managed in key sectors as food,
mobility and built environment. Just these three sectors, in Europe, account for 60% of
household spending and 80% of resource use. As so, these fields must be connected and present
in a CE city analysis and in the framework they shall be close to the waste management so
interconnections are easy to draw.
In Europe, 60% of waste ends up in landfills or incinerated, translating a big waste of material
and value that could, through circularity, be reutilized. Furthermore, Europeans, on average,
only use each product once (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2017).
In municipalities, solid waste management accounts for 50% of the annual budget, and this
share is expected to increase. Already in 2025, solid waste management, globally, can reach
375 billion USD (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2017).
Waste management is the field that connect all the others, making circularity possible in a city
context.

3.1.10.

Education

Education is the backbone of not only CE, but also of any society. More education means more
skills, better economy and more awareness.
In CE, education has the relevance of enabling more complex and interactive business models,
that may require an active behaviour from a standard citizen. It also gives the chance of taking
better informed and thought decisions. For instance, behaviours that will bring positive effects
in a longer term – as environmental and economic advantages of embracing circular behaviours
– shall be better accepted if citizens understand the process, without only thinking in the shortterm perspective.
Education is relevant also to promote local talent, supporting specific areas of the city.
Universities can educate the next generation of workers already focusing in the industry of a
region, matching the labour demand in that region.
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3.1.11.

Digitalization

Digitalization is a trend of nowadays, powered by many tech companies, among them Google.
Google has the vision of democratizing information, making it available to everyone in the
world and, as so, having a positive impact in humanity and the planet.
Digitalization is also a backbone of CE in the modern society. CE implies to be restorative and
regenerative in an efficient, collaborative and resilient way. To do so, information is needed to
be extracted, processed and finally shared. This is exactly what Digitalization can do, enabling
the design of circular cities.
Circular business, a core part of a circular city, are leveraged by digitalization. Mobility can be
shared using platforms that connect the needs of users with the availability of vehicles. It can
also be electrified and work as a buffer of the electric grid, matching the electrical demand and
supply by energy flow analysis. Waste can be designed out by closing its loops, that can be
closed by identifying synergies and monitoring material flows. These can be achieved by
embracing technologies as asset tagging, geospatial information, big data and connectivity, all
part of digitalization.
All these data collection and treatment can improve transparency, efficiency of systems,
decision making and the discovery of systemic solutions – relevant targets of CE (Sukhdev et
al., 2016).
Citing the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, “Powering the circular economy by providing digital
solutions and closing the information gap is probably the best investment that technology
companies of our time can make”.

3.1.12.

Demographics

A region dynamics and economy are strongly connected with the needs and skills of its
population. These needs and skills can be partially – but relevantly – connected to the
demographics of that region.
Circular economy works by getting the city involved, as a community, in the flows of materials.
Moreover, CE business plans account for this interaction between users and services. Reverse
flow, carpooling, shared buildings and washing machines, all depend on the acceptance from
the society of their role in that business plan.
The definition of that role shall come from an analysis of the people who are asked to take it:
the citizens. An aged society will most certainly have some medical needs, while not being able
to be very active (physically). As so, business plans and strategies shall be defined taking
account of those needs and find strengths to promote the integration of every citizen in the
circularity of the city. A city that is a hotspot for universities shall take advantage of the
innovative panorama that evolves college and leverage it in its circular strategies, among other
examples.
Moreover, a demographic analysis gives the social overview of important problems to tackle
so a city can strive. Circular economy can help tackling these problems, while the tackling of
these problems will strength CE, in that city, itself.
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3.1.13.

Policies

Circular economy requires a systemic implementation, one that will challenge many current
policies and common behaviours. To achieve that change, the political framework will have to
adapt to it, in many different sectors, in many different levels.
In every level (international, national and regional) policies have to be clarified. This
clarification will bring certainty to investors, that will then embrace the opportunity in investing
in a new, transparent and defined path.
CE, due to its multi-level and sectorial impacts, needs these investments to sustain the change.
More than that, policies promoting and clarifying certain areas and certain sectors need to be
developed if it is desired that industries and citizens start shifting towards CE.
For instance, waste management is still under severe rules that slow the reuse of materials,
while blocking reverse logistics business models. Policies can trigger the change from
ownership to access. By that, they promote a change in the behaviour of the consumer,
transforming him/her into a user (Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
These policies shall be local oriented while in line with the national path (that, in its turn, shall
be in line with the international path). Then one can be better informed and updated of the
needs, potentials and opportunities of the city. More than that, local leadership is usually more
trusted than higher levels leadership, translating into more reliable and interactive approaches
from the leaders.

3.2. Indicators
One of the most discussed subjects relating CE, as a whole, in cities and in business, is how to
measure it. According to different studies, GDP, the most common indicator to measure
economic development, is outdated, even for linear economy. Moreover, the linear economy
indicators don’t usually reflect the procedures of a circular economy (EASAC, 2016).
As so, EU is developing a set of indicators that aim to go in line with CE. Their purpose is to
reflect its many impacts, measuring from circularity itself to economic benefits, life quality
improvements and environmental aspects. Moreover, this measurement is difficult due to the
non-definition of CE and its holistic impacts.
In a city, as explained in the previous sectors, many different fields interact between themselves
and can adapt to embrace and leverage circularity on themselves and in the city as a whole.
Moreover, this circularity can be implemented in a macro, meso and micro level, going from
municipalities (or even nation, continent or global), to sectors and business to products itself,
always involving the citizens. As one can understand, the measurement of it is vast, going in
line with the holistic characteristic of CE.
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Therefore, the indicators selected to measure circularity in a city and in its different sectors try
to reflect this characteristic of being vast, aiming to measure the sector itself, but also providing
information on how this sector is in terms of circularity (in the right context), and where it can
be improved. With this in mind, it is required the understanding of the purpose of indicators in
a city. On one hand, they shall be specific for the city or sector, giving information on how to
improve specific points that are the reality of the given city/sector. These indicators change
from sector to sector and from city to city, being useful for the municipalities or regulators of
that specific location and their specific needs. On the other hand, indicators shall be used to
standardize cities and sectors, comparing them to other cities/sectors and analysing its
circularity or the wanted outcomes of this circularity. These indicators are more general, with
data generally available in each sector and city of different locations, enabling standardization
and comparison between them, as performed rankings by universal regulators or collaborations.
In this work, different indicators where used, many times limited due to the lack of data, which
is a reality to the public (and even to municipalities) in Portugal and in many other countries.
Nevertheless, many of these indicators come from pilot studies in how to measure circularity,
from previous indicators used in Portugal that can still reflect circularity and from the author’s
understanding and innovation to measure some aspects that were considered relevant to CE
implantation.

3.3. Case study of Porto
As explained before, through literature review and interviews it was obtained a profile for Porto.
However, not just Porto was analysed. The area around the city of Porto, defined as Área
Metropolitana do Porto (AMP), is of major importance for its economy, society and
functionality. This area englobes 17 municipalities, with Porto included, and is the source of
many materials and industries that, today, Porto can’t take care of (Câmara Municipal do Porto,
2018c).
Even though a CE aims to tighten the loops and make circularity local and efficient, one must
be realistic and pragmatic, understanding where a broader loop goes more in line with the
context, without affecting negatively the purpose of CE. In Porto case, surrounding
municipalities already have a close connection and cultural interaction between themselves, and
although one shall focus on Porto as a city promoting local business and resources, existing
efficient processes shall not be disregarded.
As so, one must say that in this work, the boundaries are generally in Porto as a city. However,
they can and will be expanded to the AMP in some cases and (rarely) to continental Portugal.
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3.3.1. Diagram for Porto
This Framework, presented to a municipality board, will only constitute in the diagram and the
tables. However, to develop the analysis of the city a contextualization as to be performed. This
is developed for each field, to better explain how Porto is behaving and the why of some
recommendations.
Moreover, indicators will be recommended, as a generality, for each field, contributing for the
lack of research and progress in this issue of CE. The selection of indicators come from the
literature review regarding indicators that can monitor CE and sustainability, as well as more
broad indicators that go in line with Porto strategy and pathways to become circular. Although
the indicators here implemented can contribute for further analysis, they shall not be overseen,
since there was no much access to data nor reliable and certified indicators.

3.3.1.1.

Local Resources (LR)

Porto is a coastline city, where the Douro River meets the sea. The boundaries to local resources
are Porto itself in this study. Therefore, some resources were excluded, as biomass (as source
of energy and fertilizer), the fishery and food sector inputs as agricultural products or cattle.
Besides the fact that many of this sectors don´t have a current strong impact in Porto economy,
they are still relevant for a circular city development, since their outputs are mandatory for a
city to work. However, for the sake of simplicity of this study they can be neglected, allowing
a narrower boundary strictly limited to Porto as a city.

Figure 7 - Porto Wind Average Speed (Global Wind Atlas)
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Figure 8 - Average Solar Irradiance (IRENA)

As so, one focused on two relevant characteristics of Porto: the wind potential of Porto
(measured as the average wind speed) and the solar potential (measured as the average solar
irradiation). Porto has potential in some areas for wind exploitation, with an unexplored (but
already under study) potential of off-shore wind sources. Moreover, it has an average wind
speed of 6,78m/s in the 10% windiest areas, at a height of 100m. As for solar, the average
irradiance is around 1750W/m^2 for Porto. Both these values indicate that Porto has average,
but positive potential in both these technologies, as can observed in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Furthermore, local resources do not restring themselves to energy sources. Many other aspects
are intrinsic of a city and can be analysed in this field (which is a broad field, aiming to embrace
topics that are not in the scope of other sectors). In this case, Porto’s ambition is to become a
city with a better life style, empowered by circular economy. One pathway of Porto is achieving
this by the restauration of green spaces. Due to the available data, one analysed these spaces as
the share of green roofs (0,11km^2, (República Portuguesa, 2018b)) per total area of Porto
buildings (0,5*41km^2, (PORDATA, 2017a)). To do so, one considered 50% of the area of the
city to be occupied by buildings (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015a), getting a share of
around 0,5%. This low share does reflect the few installations of green roofs, but does not reflect
the Porto reality, which is complemented by many other green spaces. Nevertheless, green roofs
are a good example of symbioses between urban infrastructure and nature, reducing CO2 levels,
bringing awareness to the citizen and increasing the life quality in the city. Therefore, should
be incentivized, being purposed a goal of 10% of green roofs shares of total building area.
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Another indicator that shall be representative of Porto local resources and its usage is the
Imports Exports relation, that in a circular economy shall be lower than 1 (the purposed
objective for Porto), showing that the city is growing from within, self-sustaining itself and
exporting its excesses, which shall be other location needs. Porto, in 2016, exported, in EUR,
1044103461, importing 1569446395, hence giving a ratio of approximately 1,5 (PORDATA,
2016). Showcased in Table 1.

Indicator
Wind Potential
Solar Potential
Green Roofs

Description
Average wind speed
Average irradiance
Total green roof area per total
building area
Imports & Exports, in €, ratio

Imports/Exports

Units
m/s
W/m^2
%

Table 1 – Indicators for Local Resources

3.3.1.2.

Renewable Energy (RE)

The European context claims for the renewable energy revolution, electrifying the energy
system and powering it mainly through renewable sources. This has positive impacts as energy
independency, no GHG emissions when producing energy, bringing modularity and resilience
to the electrical system and promoting electrification itself.
Portugal goes much in line with the European context, aiming to be a leader and a pioneer in
this field. It already achieved impressive results of renewable energy penetration, as the “March
powered by renewables”, where it produced more energy than the total demand (this does not
mean that there was no need of fossil fuel use), as cited by the Independent (Smith, 2018). In
terms of installed power and energy production, Portugal has a 63% and 58% renewable share
(including hydro), reported by APREN (APREN, 2017). In a circular economy utopia, all
energy source comes from renewable energy, therefore ensuring no GHG emissions, reliability,
resilience and zero waste in the production of energy. As so, this was considered the overall
goal for Porto city, measuring its progress towards it. Other consequences of the present energy
mix in Portugal, in terms of the electrical system, are an energy intensity of 1.56 GWh/M€ GDP
and specific emissions of 360kg/MWh. The European energy intensity is 1.4GWh/M€ GDP,
and shall be understood as the goal for this indicator (APREN, 2017). Showcased in Table 2.
Portugal has also a very developed grid, bringing electricity, in the continent, virtually to every
citizen. This makes a push to use the grid as part of the model (expanding partially the
boundaries to continental Portugal). Besides, Portugal is investing in enabling decentralized
production to be injected into the grid, an aspect that goes in line with Porto vision of increasing
its renewable share (EDP, 2016).
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To calculate the renewable share in Porto, it was considered as a direct reflection of Portugal
energy mix (in percentage terms) but related to Porto own consumption. Moreover,
decentralized production may be added to the Porto energy mix, contributing to the renewable
penetration. Decentralized production brings flexibility to the energy system, while also giving
a closer interaction of the system with the customer, sensitize the consumer into the need of
renewable and its role in CE, i.e., educating the customer in terms of CE and making him/her
part of the business model (a requirement for CE to function). However, no data was available
for this more specific analysis, forcing the use of more broad indicators.
In Portugal the consumer relation with the utility or other energy agents is poor. The electrical
system is mainly controlled by EDP (and its different factions), combined with REN, and it was
in the spotlight of many criticism, relating energy and distribution prices, as well as internal
management. This partial (before natural) monopoly is facing changing times, with the
liberation of the energy market in Portugal and, as so, the appearing of new utilities in this
sector. In the point of view of energy enterprises, keeping a close relation with their costumers
is important to keep their market share, and this is a positive effect of decentralized power.
However, there are barriers for the implementation of Solar PV in a decentralized way. The
citizen in Porto is still not educated towards it, however this is changing. Moreover, many
buildings are not prepared for this type of installation, lowering the Porto capacity to embrace
decentralized power production. Nevertheless, Porto is facing retrofitting in many of its
infrastructures, being an opportunity to prepare them to this type of installation, among other
functionalities.
Moreover, the access to the grid in Portugal is virtually in the 100%, reaching the overall goal
for this indicator. Furthermore, EDP Distribuição, the responsible for the DSO, has very high
efficiency in the operation of the grid (97,8%), with this little misalignment from the 100% due
to not just natural losses, but also the will to inject in the grid reverse flows. The author,
regarding simplicity and understanding that to the decentralized path there is the inevitable
presence of losses, neglect this indicator. Nevertheless, one shall keep in mind the progress of
the grid system in Portugal, as well as its purposes (EDP, 2016).

Indicator
Renewable penetration

Access to electricity

Energy Intensity

Description
Renewable energy share in
the total final power
mix
Proportion of citizens who
are connected to the grid in
Porto
Energy consumption per
GDP

Units
%

%
GWh/M€ GDP

Table 2- Indicators for Renewable Energy
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3.3.1.3.

CE Innovation (CEI)

As any type of economy, innovation is a central piece for its progress and prosperity. Reshaping
business models and inserting new technologies is what brings diversity and leverages some
companies to strive and others to fall. This aspect is even more relevant in a Circular Economy,
since its business models and modus operandum are still to explore.
This goes in line with the Municipality of Porto vision, who wants to generate new SMEs, new
technologies and new business models through innovation (Câmara Municipal do Porto,
2018c). For that to happen, important agents - as companies, universities, private investors –
must be connected and collaborate to the strive of the best ideas. To support all this process
spaces must be available and there shall be an interest from entrepreneurs to explore this subject.
This shall be done locally, pushing entrepreneurs and universities to be close, promoting
exchange of knowledge and creativity. Therefore, the boundaries for this sector is the city of
Porto itself.
Porto wants to bring awareness to various stakeholders in this subject. To do so, it organizes
the Porto Innovation Hub, where holistic topics are discussed that can influence the city and
make a shift towards CE. Moreover, ScaleUp Porto helps the starting and scaling of
entrepreneurial projects in Porto, sharing similar objectives with its partner Porto Innovation
Hub, as developing a network of start-ups and supporting them so they strive. Finally, Porto
Digital is the pusher of all these initiatives and Hubs, making the bridge between all (Associação
Porto Digital, 2016). Moreover, it is directly involved in Projects that will be a breakthrough if
positively implemented, as the S2MovingCity - which promotes the development of sharing
and smart mobility, connected with the city making it more efficient and reliable – or the
SynchroniCity, which aims to the creation of a single Europe IoT urban services market.
Universities are important for this process, allocating the talent to the hubs. The feedback from
this organizations is that the municipality and universities are closely involved in this process,
acknowledging the advantage of supporting it. However, still little is discussed in terms of
circular economy, as a specific topic, even though other subjects that support it (as
digitalization, shared mobility, sustainability) are frequently discussed and incentivized.
The Municipality of Porto aims for a panorama where new projects related to CE emerge from
these hubs, as sharing systems business models, with universities preparing their students to the
circular market while investors allocate their share to R&D in this matter. Meanwhile, with the
grow of this sector, it would indirectly bring awareness to the citizens. Many of these projects
are still pushed by the municipality itself, with a need of new private business models to strive.
One of these projects is the OPO Lab, where entrpeneurs can build their own ideas through
digital creation. Moreover, the municipality has retrofitted the Matadouro de Campanhã
(slaughterhouse of Campanhã) to be used for multiactivity with social purposes, while taking
into consideration sustainability (Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
SMEs and R&D are important for the strive of a circular economy, since they are related to
innovation itself. As so, they shall be part of the monitoring system of a city (Smol et al., 2017).
Furthermore, in Porto the most relevant aggregate of this projects is Porto Digital, therefore
assumed to be the reflection of Porto itself in this area.
A way to understand the commitment of a city towards innovation in an area is to analyse how
much is invested, in terms of the annual budget, in innovation motivators as Porto Digital.
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According to its reports, it was allocated to Porto Digital 20769,60€ (Associação Porto Digital,
2016), from a Porto municipality budget of 244,2M€ (Carvalho, 2016), giving a share of
0,009%. This budget covers all the fronts that Porto has to invest on, with areas has the waste
management getting share around 9,4%. There are many areas more in need than CE
innovation, nevertheless, a small increase of the share of this budget will give assurance to
investors that Porto is moving towards circularity. Moreover, Porto Digital as interesting
projects, with relevance, that will leverage immediately the implementation of CE. As so it is
purposed a goal of 0,5% of the annual budget, allocating around 1,2M€ to innovation. It was
understood to be a reasonable value since the GVA of Porto Digital (861748,51€ (Associação
Porto Digital, 2016)) is increasing from year to year, striving and showing that it does have
potential to generate higher profits, while changing the municipality of Porto to a more circular
one. Showcased in Table 3.

Indicator
Budget for CE innovation

Description
Units
Budget allocated to CE %
innovation by total budget of
Porto Municipality

Table 3 – Indicator for CE Innovation

3.3.1.4.

Food (F)

In Portugal, especially in urban areas, part of the consumption (consumption as buying, not
eating) is done in supermarkets (as Pingo Doce, Jumbo, Continente, etc.) and complemented
by local stores (as fishmongers, butcheries or local markets) (Aveiro, 2017).
Porto is no exception to this scenario. Furthermore, it has a river and sea around it,
complemented by farming lands in its suburbs and cattle production. Nevertheless, it has little
to none urban, peri urban or community farming.
Due to these conditions, virtually all the food that is consumed in Porto comes from its
surroundings, Portugal, or imported. To potentialize circularity, the Municipality has to focus
on how to reduce this dependency in external flows, ensuring a share of urban production in the
total consumption of the consumer. As so, the food sector is analysed in the area of the
municipality of Porto itself, analysing where it can be improved in terms of losses and local
production.
The consumer has to be informed about the benefits of local and biological consumption. Some
positive impacts are the less losses in transport and production; the close relation with the
producer, ensuring a trust relationship and a certification of how and where the product comes
from; the possibility of more healthy food as well as of synergies with other industries and
sectors. Finally, it can also transform consumers in producers (or self-producers) through the
referred urban/vertical/community farming, promoting local business, decreasing
unemployment and even allowing inactive citizens to become active.
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Aquaponic is a technology to explore (as well as its close technologies, as hydroponic farms)
(Circle Economy, 2016). Besides potentiating a synergy between the production of fish and
vegetables through reuse of water, it can also take advantage of Porto River as a base for this
type of production and the water management losses. This can also help surpass the global issue
of over fishing, that is affecting the fishery sector, including Europe’s (European Commission,
2015).
Moreover, and since supermarkets share a big part of the food industry (in the buying point), it
is up to them to take advantage of it and self-produce some of its own food products (fish and
vegetables). Although the political barriers for this to happen, the technology is gaining track
and supermarkets can seize this opportunity to make their business model more vertical and
circular. Supermarkets can also invest in the alternative anaerobic digestion. This is already
being implemented by Continente, who as a defined strategy to become more circular (Martins,
2018).
Another recommendation, allocating the consumer into a more interactive role on the circularity
of food, is to encourage new business models of food sharing, in SMEs. One positive example
is the company OLIO, that in Sweden connects daily food that is ending its life time to citizens
that want this food, through its app. Therefore, they reduce the otherwise food waste.
The food sector, due to its complexity and globality, is difficult to analyse and monitor. This is
one of the reasons why locality and urban farming may make a difference, even in this front.
By making it more local, one simplifies the vale chain of food, allowing a closer monitoring of
its losses.

Figure 9 - Market share of retailers & others in the food sector (Instituto Politécnico de Leiria)
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To monitor this sector, that has heavy lack of data and monitorization, one assumed, first, that
virtually the totality of food consumption was done in the supermarkets. Moreover, Continente
has the biggest share of this market, in Portugal, and one considered it also in Porto. Continente
focus on being circular in many fronts. In the food front, they achieve reuse of its organic
products in high rates. The usual exception are fish and meat products, that are prohibited to be
reused by law. Moreover, it achieved a 100% valorisation of its organic waste (Martins, 2018).
No data was found relating other retailers, in Portugal, making these types of initiatives.
Therefore, Continente was considered as the only participant in circularity of food in the retail
market, in which it has a 21% share, as can be understood in Figure 9. As so, it was assumed a
1*0,21=21% share of food waste properly treated in Porto (Ferreira, Reis, & Santos, 2011).
Moreover, SMEs have to start taking action and increase their local presence and CE business
models in order to foster circularity. In Porto, initiatives can be neglected in terms of market
share (although there are already some interesting projects on going, as Panana), but a a target
similar to the Continente one can be conidered. Assuming that 30% of food consumption is on
others than retailers (restaurants, SMEs), one can propose a second life alternative for 100% of
this products, as shown to be possible by Continente (Ferreira et al., 2011). This gives a goal of
30% of share of properly treated organic waste by SMEs. These indicators are showcased in
Table 4.

Indicator
Food waste treated

Food waste treated in SMEs

Description
Units
Percentage of food waste %
properly treated by retailers,
SMEs and other agents in the
food sector, by organic waste
generated
Food waste properly treated %
by retailers, SMEs and other
agents in the food sector, by
organic waste generated

Table 4 - Indicators for Food

3.3.1.5.

Building (B)

Porto’s city is composed by old and outdated infrastructures, some of them abandoned. These
represent a problem but also an opportunity. Porto has the chance to redefine itself, seizing
incentives to retrofit or rebuild its city in a smarter, more efficient, greener and renewable
friendly way. Moreover, housing has the big share of buildings, in Portugal, but this share is
reducing over the years, from 76,4%, in 2011, to 63,5%, in 2016. Nevertheless around 4073
buildings where installed between 2015 and 2016 just in the North Region (INE, 2016).
It is the Porto vision to improve its buildings in terms of energetic efficiency. Moreover, it shall
be complemented by synergies in the renewable sector (by, for instance, the installation of roof
solar panels), the digitalization sector (by installation of smart metering, allowing real time
monitorization and control of the building), transport sector (by connecting electrified fleets to
charge and be a buffer of the building electrical system), water and food sectors (through reuse
of the water cycles inside a building and the implementation of vertical farming and green roofs,
a project already ongoing in Porto).
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As one can understand, buildings are a central part of a city allowing many synergies and having
a big impact in costs and overall consumption of energy. Therefore, Porto also aims to design
its city in a smarter way, considering modularity and reuse of materials. This can be also
explained as a more detailed analysis of the life-cycle and purposes of the buildings. For that,
technologies are emerging, as the software building information modelling (BIM), which
allows a life cycle analysis and future impacts of the building; or as the radio frequency
identification (RFID) which will allow the creation of a Material Passport of a building. This
shall be complemented with a material bank, so when demolition must be done residual
materials can be stored for future projects (Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
This bank is not a reality in Portugal yet, and there are no big moves in this direction.
Nevertheless, companies already aim to be sustainable and responsible in reutilizing materials
in their construction sites, making sure no material is wasted and they find a second life.
Furthermore, besides energy and water efficiency in buildings, citizens must be sensitized to a
more efficient use of spaces. Smart housing, that goes from building sites that adapt to their
inhabitants and shared offices have to be inserted in Porto’s reality, promoting not just a more
efficient use of resources, but also contributing to a more close and interactive society.
However, Porto still faces many outdated buildings, alongside a cultural barrier of
traditionalism that does not have the motivation to invest in the remodel of their buildings. Even
more, in the current situation RES implementation faces barriers, cultural and infrastructural.
Nevertheless, these are only barriers, with the potential to be overcome through action of big
agents of the city (Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
As so, considering the scope of the city of Porto analysis, given the available data on the
literature review, it were decided as indicators the share of retrofitting in buildings, when
building works are needed, which is 13,6% (INE, 2016), accounting for 455 building works.
This share should be higher, focusing on the rebuild of areas that are in need, since Porto is
marked by degraded buildings. Therefore, is the understanding of the author an increase to at
least 50%, showing a strong will to rebuild the weakest parts of the city, before doing less
relevant building works. Moreover, another indicator is the share of very degraded buildings
(1,7%), that shall be zero in a circular city, in terms of the total buildings. Showcased in Table
5.

Indicator
Retrofitting
Very degraded buildings

Description
Units
Share of retrofitted buildings %
in terms of all building works
Share of very degraded %
buildings in terms of all
buildings

Table 5 - Indicators for Buildings
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3.3.1.6.

Transport (T)

The Portuguese fleet is mainly private and powered by fossil fuel, with Porto being part of this
context. Porto is also complemented by a public transport service, namely bus, metro, train and
taxis, besides other touristic alternatives (AMP, 2013).
It also has an airport in its region, which is out of scope of this study, since the boundary here
will be Porto, taking only into consideration the flows of citizens that come to work from
neighbouring municipalities. This flow reaches 72,3% of the 215000 people that live in the city
(Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
To reach a more circular city of Porto, the mobility system shall be electrified and shared. It
must be diverse, allowing flexible choices of the consumer to move in an affordable way. The
city must restrict the mobility of private vehicles and merchant transport in some city areas,
substituting it by shared mobilities, public transports, bikes and sidewalks, therefore taking the
city from the cars and giving it back to the people, promoting a better life quality in these areas
without compromising the mobility in it.
For this to become reality, the citizens have to change their mobility habits, embracing new
business models, shifting away from the ownership of vehicles to become users of a service.
This shift - besides connected to the actual feasibility of sharing business models and the
cultural barrier of owning a car - is strictly connected to the level of digitalization Porto is at.
On one hand, services rely on data to predict the most needed spots for mobility, as well as
mobility patterns. On the other hand, the consumer has to be connected to multiple services of
mobility, this being allowed by platforms connected to the internet through, mainly, our smart
phones (Sukhdev et al., 2016).
It also requires a better public mobility system, namely from out of the city into it, making it
easier for citizens to shift from private and reducing congestion times, while increasing the
efficiency of the transport sector. Moreover, public transport have a lower accident rate than
private transport, ensuring a healthier and safer mobility sector, with also less waste originated
by traffic accidents (AMP, 2013).
Electrification in mobility is a trend that is projected to become a reality in the coming future.
Electrical vehicles (EVs), are increasingly entering the market, showcased by increased of sales
(from 2% to 2,8% in the first months of 2017 in Portugal (Marques & Felício, 2017)),
complemented by the also exponential growth of electrical vehicle sharing business. However,
Porto does not have the infrastructure to support it. Charging infrastructure is highly
undeveloped, being monopolized by MOBI.E and blocking the expansion of this technology.
Moreover, the electrical fleet is negligible compared to the fossil fuel one, showing the need of
a better approach to a higher penetration of electrification on the transport sector.
As one may notice, although the trend for electrification in the mobility sector is a reality and
expected to progress (empowered also by big energy utilities that see here the opportunity to
expand what was therefore a stagnated market), Porto is not ready for it, not taking steps
towards it neither.
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To monitor this progress, with focus on electrification and the shift towards public transport, it
is used the collective transport usage, including public transportation, which one considered the
AMP results to be similar to Porto ones (19,6% in 2011, (IMT, 2015)) and shall increase to
higher values, reflecting the need for a more shared mobility system empowered by
electrification and new business models. As so, an increase till 50% would balance the reality
of Portugal, who faces several cultural and social barriers relating public transportation, with
the evolution of technology. Moreover, private electrical vehicles shall take a bigger share of
the energy consumed in the transport sector. Most of this sector is still owned by individual
mobility, with only 0,6% of its fleet energy consumption being from electrical sources (Byrne
& Pedro, 2016). Furthermore, one can translate the goal of 10% of energy consumption by
electrical sources in this sector to be mainly leveraged by the penetration of EVs (Assembleia
da República, 2018). Indicators are showcased in Table 6.

Indicator
Public transport usage

Description
Units
Share of public transport %
usage in terms of total
mobility alternatives
Electrical energy consumed Share of electrical energy %
in the transport sector
consumed in terms of total
energy consumed, in the
transport sector
Table 6 - Indicators for Transport

3.3.1.7.

Cork Industry (C)

The Cork Industry is representative of the North region of Portugal. However not based in the
Porto city, but rather in Mozelos, it has a vertical approach to the Cork sector, englobing the
cork production, its manufacture and the selling. Its main activities occur in Portugal, North
region, but has expanded to all the continents in the world.
Regarding circularity, Amorim is a good example on how to achieve great results through a
circular business model. Although not every sector will experience the success Amorim did, it
is a motivation and a role model for enterprises shifting towards this model. Therefore, it was
selected as the representative industry.
In its business model, Amorim looks to expand to as many fields as possible based in one rawmaterial: cork. After realizing the potential of the cork characteristics, it expanded to, mainly,
5 different fields: as raw-materials, wine stoppers, wall & floor coverings, composites and
insulation cork. Nevertheless, it expanded to other sectors, from furniture to aerospace, always
looking to innovate and explore its potential.
This resulted in a controlled expansion of the company, positioning it as the worldwide leader
in Cork business, with a social capital of 133 million €, operating in over 100 countries and
employing over 3600 employees (Amorim, 2017).
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This circular approach started through a recycling project initiated in 2008, the Green Cork, in
partnership with Quercus. The motivation of Amorim and the success of the recycling of the
wine stoppers leveraged an expansion to different countries, including South Africa, USA,
Australia, Spain, inter alia. Moreover, the recycled cork finds high quality new purposes, from
floor coverings to top performance kayaks. It also gained the attention and respective
partnership of companies as American Airlines and Diageo.
Furthermore, it is investing in increasing its digitalization, going in line with CE propositions,
while having a constant concern for GHG emissions, and how to reduce them through cork.
However, its multi-national endorsement shall be quantified in terms of transport losses and
emissions, as well as fossil fuel consumption, to ensure a more circular business model.
This business model, around the cork, is a utopic example of circularity. It achieves recycle
rates of 100%, reusing the cork in new industries. Moreover, it allows symbioses with the other
7 sectors present in the framework, i.e., 7 out of 7 inter sectorial symbioses are achieved
(Amorim, 2015). Showcased in Table 7.

Indicator
Recycling rate
Synergies

Description
Units
Cork recycled over cork %
waste
Synergies with the different %
sectors of the framework
divided by total sectors in the
framework

Table 7 - Indicators for Cork

3.3.1.8.

Water Management (WatM)

In Porto context, water management is one main issue that restricts the city life quality, as well
as its functionality. Composed by outdated sewage lines, they are generally blocked by
constructions, polluted and face constant leakages. Even more, there is no solid platform to
monitor and identify these leakages.
Porto vision to become more circular is to surpass these barriers, redefining the water system
by modernizing while involving digitalization. Water systems are in day-to-day life of every
citizen. To improve the water efficiency the behaviours of society have to also change, with a
bigger care for water usage and ways to reduce its consumption (Câmara Municipal do Porto,
2018c).
To attack this inefficient sector, Porto may redesign the water system, with modular and flexible
approaches, ensuring that further improvements or remodelling’s can be done with ease.
Complementing, a modern system shall be installed, preventing leakages and monitoring them.
Furthermore, water has potential to be reused in different areas of a city. Even within housing
buildings, a water system that recirculates its water keeping hygiene standards is achievable, as
well as in stores and offices. Moreover, this water can be reused to smart irrigation (for instance,
in green rooftops or vertical gardens, keeping the water loop closed) and to clean public spaces.
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Residual water has a particularity of containing nutrients that have potential of being reused
and, at the same time, are defined as critical materials in Europe. One example is phosphorous.
These waters, rich in nutrients, can be treated, splitting nutrients from water, giving both flows
a new purpose. In the case of nutrients, they can be used in soils as fertilizers (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2015a).
Águas do Porto is the biggest agent in this sector, being responsible for the water treatments.
Moreover, they aim to reach the citizens, sensitizing in relation to good behaviours of water
usage and its positive comebacks. However, there is still much to be done in this sector, aiming
to improve the hydric efficiency of the system, as well as its environmental footprint. Rain
water gathering (already implemented by some companies in Lisbon, that had 505mm of
precipitation in 2017) is another behaviour that shall be part of a circular city as Porto, that had
817mm of precipitation in 2017 (PORDATA, 2017c). There is also a need to label the housing
water systems, identifying where is needed improvement.
Although the statements of needed improvement in the water management, the reality is that
Porto has an access rate of 100% to its water network, which is a field already developed (Águas
do Porto, 2017). Moreover, it has an efficiency 81%. This field shall be improved, through
better monitoring and new technologies, but requires high investments. The goal is to reach an
85% efficiency by 2030, according to Águas do Porto. Showcased in Table 8.

Indicator
Safe water accessibility
Water efficiency

Description
Units
Citizens who have access to %
water per total citizens
Total leakages by total %
flowing water in the network

Table 8 - Indicators for Water Management

3.3.1.9.

Waste Management (WasM)

Waste Management is a central piece of a circular city. It is required, as explained before, to
gather the waste outputs of different areas in different locations and give them a different
purpose, through reuse, cascade, recycling or any other technology that can transform it in an
input (Kalmykova et al., 2017).
Porto, as a city, is in the area of action of Lipor. Lipor receives the gathered waste (sometimes
supporting the process), separates it and redistributes it to be processed by other entities. In
terms of received waste, it has mainly three actions. Undifferentiated waste, which ends being
incinerated, generating energy; Multi material waste, collected at the ecopontos. This is
separated waste - by the citizen - that Lipor separates, manually, and sends to other entities to
treat it; organic waste, which is transformed into fertilizer by Lipor. At the end, less than 1% of
the recovered waste by Lipor (500000 tons per year) is landfilled, compared to up to 50% in
the national area (Portugal, 2014).
Lipor working area is not only Porto, but also other surrounding municipalities. However, it
does not englobe all the municipalities of AMP, being complemented by Suldouro in the waste
management area. Therefore, one considers only Porto, as a city, as the boundary for this field,
not forgetting the treatment plants of Lipor, which are outside this area.
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Porto ambition is to have zero waste in the future, and at least a reduced percentage of it in
2030. For that to happen, the citizen must be part of the business model, reducing its own
production of waste and separating it or even treating it when generated (Câmara Municipal do
Porto, 2018c).
Besides the zero-waste goal, meaning that no waste shall go to landfill, it is also desired a
treatment system that does not orientate the waste to incineration, giving it a more valuable
second life with lower GHG emissions, through reuse, remanufacture, repair or recycle. For it
to happen, a more dynamic system needs to be implemented, supported by digitalization and
monitoring, infrastructures that allow the storage and reselling of materials and citizens that are
motivated to embrace second hand products.
To support this shift, the citizen and companies are very relevant, since it is through them that
the gathering of waste is done. For their collaboration, there shall be incentives that sensitize
them to the impacts of waste, and the benefits of finding a new purpose for it. Moreover, the
citizen shall be brought to an active role. This is being achieved through Lipor and the
municipality of Porto campaigns, that promote sustainability and circularity. Even more, Lipor,
allocates combustors to households, which generate fertilizer from organic waste that can
further be used for particular motives, leveraging urban farming and already promoting
synergies between sectors (Lipor, 2017).
The waste generation is still high, and Porto identifies limitations in recycling and incineration.
Nevertheless, Porto as a city seems to be prepared for this shift, with upgrades still to be made
at Lipor and other agents through digitalization and new technologies. Furthermore, little
discussion is done about the design of products to future disassembly or repurpose, which is an
area to explore and would help in the further treatment of waste.
One of the circularity aspects to be taken into account is how much of this waste is not valued,
meaning how much goes to landfill. This value is 1% of the total waste, with a goal of 0%.
Moreover, there is the need to find a better purpose than just incineration for the waste, so it
can be higher valued in its new purpose. For that, waste must be separated in its origin. This
value is 46,54kg per capita a year, and should be increased, based on the 2020 target (50kg per
capita a year) to 70kg per capita a year by 2030 (Lipor, 2017). Showcased in Table 9.

Indicator
Landfilled waste
Separated waste

Description
Units
Percentage of the total waste %
recovered that ends lanfilled
Total separated waste at the Kg/capita*year
origin

Table 9 - Indicators for Waste Management
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3.3.1.10.

Education (E)

Portugal, in general is a country with good many schools and colleges, where virtually everyone
has access to basic education (till 12º year of education, right before college). Porto is no
exception to this context, trying to englobe as many as possible in the mandatory and free
education system (attend school is mandatory in Portugal from 6 to 18 years of age or when the
12º year of education is finalized) (Assembleia da República, 2009).
When school is finished, citizens can englobe in different colleges, that go from Engineering to
Arts. Nevertheless, in Portugal the most ambitioned programmes are Engineering, Medicine,
Economy and Law, with Porto fitting also the profile (AMP, 2013).
Is now understood that education is important in almost every aspect of a society and, therefore,
a city. Towards the shift to CE, some upgrades in the education system, mainly in the school
and college panorama, are to be done.
Schools shall incorporate sustainable behaviours (already part of Portuguese educational
system) and also circular education, preparing citizens to a more concerned approach of day-to
-day actions that promote CE, understanding its long-term benefits which will motivate them
towards these actions. This shall be done not just inside classes, but also involving students in
processes that are relevant to a circular city, as the recovery of organic waste and its
redistribution or transformation into fertilizer. Even more, other important sectors of a city,
discretised here, shall be introduced in a circular perspective, making circular schools the
reflection of the circular cities they represent. From mobility (promoting the use of public
transportation to get to school, as well as sharing transportation) to making digital tools friendly
to the student, schools have the opportunity to shape cities by educating their citizens. Finally,
circular construction shall be used to remodel or build a school, alongside the implementation
of renewable technologies.
In universities, students need to be prepared to a slightly different future than today.
Programmes shall explain deeper the purposes of circularity, its meaning, as well as the main
barriers to its progress and foment innovation to tackle these problems in different areas. As
circularity, universities shall also give the opportunity for more holistic programmes, preparing
citizens to navigate and orientate a circular city, where many fields interact and knowledge for
all them is required.
Porto vision is also one that promotes circularity through the educational system, not leaving it
only for conventions that will to sensitize the citizen. However, there is a need of educators, as
professors, that know about this field and are willing to teach it, something that is lacking today
(Câmara Municipal do Porto, 2018c).
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Moreover, Porto still has high rates for quitting the basic education (11% students quit before
12º year) for being in a context of a country that aims for a 100% of its population to finish this
type of education (PORDATA, 2017b). Besides, the population living in Porto with a superior
course is around 25%, a level that should be higher (according to the author, around 50% till
2030) for embracing a high skill environment as CE (PORDATA, 2011). This data of education,
below the required for CE implementation, indicates that elder groups shall also be targeted and
educated, balancing the level of education of the residents of Porto. Showcased in Table 10.

Indicator
Basic education quitting

Superior course

Description
Units
Percentage
of
students %
quitting
before
accomplishing the 12º year
Percentage of the Porto %
population who has a
superior course

Table 10 - Indicators for Education

3.3.1.11.

Digitalization (Dig)

As one can observe from the fields explained before, digitalization, in terms of monitoring, is
not implemented to relevant levels in Porto, blocking the progress of CE due to the lack of data
and, therefore, lack of its modelling.
However, companies are familiarized with it, with enterprises founding themselves in it and
most of SMEs using it. It is widely understood that the usage of digitalization increases
competitiveness of companies and eases every citizen life, from having a network connecting
the employees of a company to a digital calendar that keeps your life organized (Sukhdev et al.,
2016).
Therefore, digitalization is a trend that, somehow as electrification (even because electrification
requires digitalization and vice-versa), is expected to keep increasing, upgrading and
remodelling itself and its surrounding environment.
Moreover, an urge to get access to data from companies is observed. This is reflected in a push
from big enterprises to make legislation friendlier to data management and data collection. This
collection is also reflected in a push to the installation of more monitoring systems, that will
base this data flow to enterprises and municipalities.
This monitoring does not only happen physically in sectors as the water system, buildings,
electrical system (as discussed in previous sectors), inter alia, but also in each citizen smart
phone, this being also of huge interest for companies. Smart phones don’t only allow companies
to get into citizens allowed data, but also give the opportunity for citizens to enter in a complex
but user-friendly world that will leverage CE.
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Many business cases will take advantage of a more digital society, as shared mobility (allowing
citizens to know where vehicles are and, at the same time, allowing companies to know the
mobility path of citizens), smart building (allowing households to manage their consumption
and making the grid more resilient) or second hand products market (allowing citizens to easily
get access to products that other citizens may not need anymore).
In Porto all of this is still in the beginning process, even though the society is already well
equipped with smart phones and households are more and more electrified and digital. Critical
investments are needed in sectors as the water management and buildings, showcasing the
potential of these technologies and making them part of Porto panorama.
Furthermore, the need of transparent digital platforms is a basis of CE. They leverage synergies
and collaboration, connecting big enterprises with SMEs, business models with citizens. It is
important that these platforms are indeed transparent, avoiding the exploitation of big
enterprises to SMEs, ensuring that the collaborations are fair, providing positive results for all
the involved in a fair way.
As an indicator for this field, it was considered as relevant the percentage of citizens with a
smart phone. In Portugal, 71,6% of its citizens use a smartphone, considering this as the
reflection of Porto Municipality (SAPOTEK, 2017). It was also considered a goal of 100%,
since smartphones don’t only leverage CE, but if available to all society give no disparity in the
access (in terms of technology) to the services in a smartphone. Showcased in Table 11.

Indicator
Accessibility to smartphones

Description
Units
Percentage of citizens with %
access to a smartphone

Table 11 - Indicator for Education

3.3.1.12.

Demographics (Dem)

Portugal statistics, also relating demographics, are mainly performed by INE, which through
Censos gathers and treats information, providing it to the public afterwards.
Besides the issue of data collection in Portugal, which is highly inefficient and missing some
realism, geographically one can have the idea that Portugal, and Porto, are balanced in terms of
gender (in Porto there is a 45% share of men, 55% of women) (INE, 2017).
The biggest issue, not just in Portugal, is the aging of the population with no projection of a
young generation to overcome it. This will generate problems as pensions, an overcrowded
medical system and an inactive society.
In a CE scenario, the citizen has to be educated in CE and has to interact with CE. Powered by
digitalization and possibly automation, a circular city may look to the elder generations not as
a problem, but as an example, so younger generations can follow their circular behaviours,
making them an active part of circularity.
In Portugal, one can start getting a pension at 66 years old (Segurança Social, 2018). Porto
population is distributed, mostly, in the decade of 60 years old (till 69), followed by the 50, 40
and then 70, as can observed in Figure 10. These age groups are to be informed and motivated
to be part of the circular model.
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If collaboration from pensioners is achieved, part of the issues related to elder populations is
balanced with more efficiency in processes and generational circular education. Moreover,
elder people, although not working professionally, will keep being active, contributing to a
healthier personal life-style.
This can be reflected in low physical intensive works, still related to circular economy in urban
environments, as the community separation of waste, urban farming or aquaponics, bringing
value to the elder group age, to their relatives and to the city.

Figure 10 - Group Age Profile of Porto (INE)

Here, indicators are not to follow a goal, but rather to describe how a city is and how to leverage
on that. The balance between man and women, the age group where more population fit in and
the percentage of citizens active in the society (59,2%, from 15 to 64 years) where selected has
the required data to reflect Porto (INE, 2017). Showcased in Table 12.

Indicator
Description
Balance between men and Share of women in total
women
population
Heaviest age group
The age group (within 10
years) with the biggest share
of population
Active Population
Population between 15 and
64 in relation to total
population

Units
%
years

%

Table 12 - Indicators for Demographics
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3.3.1.13.

Policies (P)

The European Union Directives are the reference for most of Portugal’s political framework, in
terms of circularity and sustainability.
Portugal has a centralized government, with little freedom for regional governments to have a
saying in the legal framework.
Although the sustainable movement is recent (the circular is even more recent), Portugal has
tried to keep its political framework defined and in-line with the EU. Many restrictions were
made, in different areas, to reach different purposes in different times of Portugal democratic
history (since 1974).
This different legislation, together with the new EU Directives, generated a complex set of laws,
that interact with each other, making a need for revision and restructure to make it more clear,
transparent and in line of today’s needs and technologies, merging Portugal interests and
realities with the European Union vision.
Portugal is equipped with a digital platform, Diário da República Electrónico (DRE), which
allows every citizen to consult the previous and current legislation in Portugal. This was the
main source of data for this field. Besides the positive transparency of the platform, it is not
user friendly for non-law experts, with a dialect that hinders the understanding of Portuguese,
already complex, political framework. More than that, it is not divided in different fields of
action, making it unorganized and not motivating citizens to know how to navigate in
Portuguese legislation.
There can be identified mainly three types of legal documents, by levels. One has the Global
level, more focused on the European Union, where Directives are issued as guidelines for
further implementation in the member states. Furthermore, there is the National level
legislation, approved by the Portuguese Parliament, which outlines the rules for different
sectors, as well as the penalties if these rules are broken. This legislation, in Portugal, usually
follows strictly the EU ideology and objectives. Finally, there is regional legislation, that are
under the National legislation, and usually have only freedom to adapt the national legislation
to regional reality.
There are also other documents that support and complement the legislation, having an impact
on investors and stakeholders. On one hand, there are incentives, generally coming from
governmental or regional programmes, that aim to leverage behaviours, technologies or certain
business, showing where the political leaders of international organizations, countries and
regions want to improve. On the other hand, there are documents that outline the vision and
strategy of the EU, Portugal and regional areas (as Porto), that work as informative to the public,
as well as to governments themselves to have a clear strategy. These documents indicate what
is expected, by the political leaders, from the future panorama.
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In CE matters, especially in cities, many documents influence its development due to the
holistic characteristic of it. Some of these documents are outdated, contemplating certain fields
important to CE, but not tacking CE itself as a reference. Documents envisioning the path and
strategy to a CE, in the European Union level, are, for example, the Action Plan for Circular
Economy or the role of waste to energy on CE; in Portugal the Action Plan for a CE in Portugal
2017-2020 or the National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency; in Porto case, the most relevant
document is the Roadmap for Porto circular city 2030, which shall be complemented with the
PERSU. Moreover, there are a set of Portuguese legislations that define the behaviours of the
relevant fields for CE in a city.
A reorganization of the legal system in Portugal should be developed. Portugal shall follow the
EU, but not blindly and tacking attention at its own characteristics and goals, to make more
realistic and purposed legislation. Moreover, it shall define more strictly the boundaries of
different regions and attribute autonomy to these regions, allowing them to restructure their
frameworks to make it more flexible, modular and reflecting the needs of each region. These
will allow, if circularity is implemented as a national goal (following the EU), tighter regional
loops, to the city level, that have the freedom to adapt to their needs, following the national and correspondently EU – legislation.
To analyse the behaviour of the Policies framework, an unorthodox indicator was chosen (also
connected to the lack of data accessibility). It was decided to analyse the executive board of
Porto municipality, analysing the woman share on it (38% (Câmara Municipal do Porto,
2018a)), which shall be higher than 30%, following Rwanda revolutionary legislative
framework (Boseley, 2010). Showcased in Table 13.

Indicator
Women balance in politics

Description
Units
Percentage of women in the %
Porto municipality executive
board

Table 13 - Indicator for Policies

3.3.2. Tables & Diagram
The first table complements, in a succinct way, the Diagram in the fields area. The description
will indicate the scope and characteristics of the field in Porto context. This will be
complemented, when appropriated, by the Technologies and behaviours that could promote a
more circular scenario. Finally, an analysis of the picture of today vs the expected goals is
presented, as it can be seen in Table 14 and Table 15. These goals can be representative or
realistic, depending on the cities board interpretation of it.
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Innovation Hub,
OPO Lab, ScaleUp,
Porto Digital
Continente, Canal
Pingo
Horeca,
Doce, Intermarche

EDP, REN, Endesa,
DGEG

Table 14 - Fields Table (Part 1)

Lipor

Águas do Porto

Amorim

STCP,
MOBI.E,
UBER, Endesa

Buildings profile, relating
Câmara Municipal
housing and abandoned
do Porto, OASRN
buildings

The mobility within Porto,
Transport
regarding the shift towards
EM
Specific
Overview of the Cork industry
Industry
- labelled as circular and world
Cork
leader in its area
Water
Water issues, regarding its
Management treatment and distribution
Recovery and treatment of
Waste
waste generated in Porto, as
Management well as the actions of the
principal agents

Buildings

Renewable
Energy

A broad analysis, considering
the Portuguese grid but also
local production
Platforms and business that
CE Innovation leverage innovation in CE
subjects
Food value chain focused on
Food
retailers and SMEs embracing
urban production

Source of energy in Porto, its
Câmara
AMP,
macro-economic profile and
Municipal do Porto
life quality

Local
Resources

Agents

Description

Field
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nutrients recuperation,
monitoring, recirculation

leakage 17. Safe Water Accessibility (%)
18. Water efficiency (%)
19. Landfilled Waste (%)
Ecopontos, house waste treatment,
incineration, digitalization of the 20.
Waste
Separated
separation system
(Kg/capita*year)

Indicator
1. Wind Potential (m/s)
Green spaces, energy source data, 2. Solar Potential (W/m^2)
air pollution levels
3. Green roofs (%)
4. Imports/Exports (€/€)
5. Renewable Penetration (%)
Decentralized production, PVs, wind
6. Access to electricity (%)
kit-based, Biomass, Waste-to-energy
7. Energy Intensity (GWh/M€)
Platforms connecting academics,
companies and entrepreneurs, 8. CE Innovation budget (%)
public incentives, hubs
Aquaponics, hydroponics, urban and 9. Food waste treated (%)
peri urban farming, smart irrigation.
10. Food waste treated in SMEs (%)
Vertical and community farming
Housing sharing, office sharing, 11. Retrofitting (%)
retrofitting, 3D printing, industrial
building work, material passport, 12. Very Degraded Buildings (%)
bank of materials
13. Public Transport Usage (%)
shared mobility, smart transport
14. Electrical Energy consumed on
infrastructure, EVs, automation
the transport sector (%)
15. Recycling rate (%)
Cork composites, recycling
16. Synergies (%)

Technologies/Behaviours

100

100

46,54

100
81
1

70

100
85
0

100

10

0,6

100

50

50

13,6

19,6

30

0

0

100

21

1,7

0,5

Goals
10
1
100
100
1,4
0,009

Current
6,78
1750
0,5
1,5
63
100
1,56

Agents

da
Ministério
Levels of overall education in
Educação, Câmara
Porto, including college and its
do
Municipal
embracing of CE
Porto
The digital overview of citizens
INESC,
combined with the digital Google,
platforms and infrastructures EDP, REN, Endesa
that leverage CE

Description

Policies

Table 15 - Fields Table (Part 2)

Indicator

25

11

tax

59,2

26. Active Population (%)

38

60-69

25. Heaviest Age Group (years)

penalties,
municipalities 27. Women balance in politics (%)

Main data collection from Censos

24. Balance between Men & Women
55
(%)

>30

-

-

-

100

50

0

Current Goals

Smart metering, asset tagging,
geospatial information, big data 23. Accessibility to Smartphones (%) 71,6
management, connectivity

Schools,
CE
programmes
in 21. Basic Education Quitting (%)
universities, sensitizing projects to
22. Superior Course (%)
overall citizens

Technologies/Behaviours

de
Governo
the
of
overview
An
Incentives,
Portugal, EU, EC,
commitment of Porto political
transparency,
Câmara Municipal
environment towards CE
autonomy
do Porto, AMP

The demographic profile of
Demographics Porto, showing weakness and INE
potentials

Digitalization

Education

Field
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Table 16 - Synergies Table

Leverage building heights to
gather solar, wind or rain Installations too small to
through be considered
energy
decentralized technologies

The citizen embraces self-production,
buildings, in conditions, having at least one
promoting
technology
decentralized
sustainability

as

Decentralized
Renewable
B + RE
Energy

Cork
Isolator

C+B

house Still to implement due
of
Remodelling
Product available in the market and
systems to include EVs as to lack of technology
leveraged by ESCOs
buffers and ESS.
and infrastructure

Usage of waste cork as wall Already part of Amorim Besides other synergies to Amorim, more
and floor isolation (sound strong ramifications of companies to follow the lead in this type of
and heat)
business
synergies

T+B

House Buffer

Citizen tacking care of this business model,
exploring self-production and community
farms

Aquaponics

Implementation of vertical
farms in unused building Close to zero presence
areas

water
of
Combination
No implementation yet, Exponential growth, using waste water and
food
and
+ treatment
F
only referred as a the river to develop fishery, food production
WatM
production
through
possibility
and tackle water waste
aquaponics

Fertilizer

B+F

Collection of nutrients from
Extract most of phosphorus and cellulose
and Águas
Porto
water
do
+ waste
F
fibre, reusing it in fertilizers, reducing
WatM
transformation into fertilizer investing to make it real
dependency on it
for Food production

Vertical
Farming

Fields
Description
Current
Goals
+ Usage of the waste water as Already implemented, After feasibility study, if positive, increase
F
WatM
input to irrigation system
but small scale
the smart irrigation network

Synergy
Smart
irrigation

The second table (Table 16) gives meaning to the synergies represented in the Diagram. It has
a similar approach as the Fields Table, first naming the synergy, then discretizing the most
relevant fields that are involved in this synergy. After, it describes the synergy, complementing
this description with an analysis of how the current situation is and how it could be in the future.
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Level

EU

Table 17 - Policies Table (Part 1)

All

CE package
EU

WasM

EU

Description

focus on local markets

complement with digital
possibilities to the market
creation

Recommendation

Set of several goals: 65% of municipal
waste prepared for reuse/recycle and
less than 10% to landfill, 75% of
discussion focusing cities
packaging prepared to reduce/recycle,
standardization, focused in
reduce maritime litter by 30%, halve
indicators and available data
global food waste in retailers and
consumers, till 2030; define priority
sectors; discuss monitorization

Creation of second-life market for WEEE;
substitution of hazardous components in focus on local markets
electrical and electronical equipment

Mainstream CE; showcase CE impacts;
All
creation of second-life market for
products
Waste role in CE and EU; waste hierarchy;
recommended
supports;
WasM
financial
technologies
Protection of the customer in on-line
WasM;
sales; assurance of longevity of products;
D
promotion of reuse
Creation of second market for recovered
F; WatM
nutrients

Fields

Directive on the restriction of the
hazardous
certain
of
use
EU
in
substances
electrical
&
electronical equipment

Legislative proposal on fertilizers

Legislative proposal on online sales
EU
of goods

Waste to Energy

Circular Economy Action Plan
EU
(CEAP)

Policies

Tables 17 and 18 – The Policies Table – lists the most meaningful policies and incentives that
impact in a positive and/or negative way the CE implementation. First it names the policy, then
naming the fields and/or synergies that are affected by it. Finally, it describes the positive and
negative impacts of it, followed by a recommendation that shall promote CE.
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Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Programa Casa Eficiente

Decreto-Lei nº46/2008

Lei nº 10/2014º

Decreto-Lei nº141/2010

Decreto-Lei nº 82D/2014

PNAEE 2017-2020

Table 18 - Policies Table (Part 2)

Level

Policies

All

T

R

Increase co-generation production;
reduce energy consumption in
buildings by 1,5%; increase fastcharging stations for EVs; interest in
EVs, escooters, bike-sharing; interest in
renewables sources

Fiscal benefits for ICE alternatives; bikesharing implementation;

Set of different goals, till 2020:
energy
in
share
renewable
consumption of 31% and increase till
10% in transports, reduce energy
dependency till 74%; impact of this
implementations; role of municipalities
and autonomy in renewable energy

on
focus
decentralized
production;
discuss
monitoring and upgrade of
metering; discuss charging
stations for EVs

different
strategy
for
technologies; incentives for
production;
decentralized
citizen assessment

Showcase of Portuguese national water
set of objectives and fiscal
system; entities involved and how to
incentives/penalties
regulate

B;
WasM

WatM

more legislation to allocate a
Discretization of waste in the building bank of materials; heavier
sector; barriers; role of municipalities; fiscal penalizations if nondiscretization of fiscal penalties
registration of materials used
in buildings

Recommendation

Subsidy (100M€ EIB + 100M€ others) to
efficiency;
in
buildings
retrofit
supported by digital platform

Description

B; D

Fields

With the context and tables fulfilled, one can represent the Circular City Diagram to finally
complete the framework, giving a more didactic interpretation of the city, as a whole and in
each sector. One can understand this in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - CCD for Porto
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4. Discussion
One can start by analysing the Framework and its disposed results. It is understandable that
Porto has the motive and tools to pursuit CE, nevertheless the investments it shall require.
However, there is one major issue for this work. Despite the pressure of regulatory entities and
the Porto Municipality itself, companies can’t share all the information needed for such a
holistic approach. This impossibility comes from the lack of monitoring of the needed data to
perform an analysis of each sector and the city as a whole, combined with the lack of
transparency to the public. Moreover, the data relevant for CE analysis in a city is yet to be
collected.
Therefore, it is recommended that one of the first actions of Porto towards circularity is the
implementation of a more digitalized system, so more data is available to the public in a userfriendly way, bringing transparency and collaboration to all the agents involved (a CE
requirement in a city). This data shall go for all the sectors, whom shall implement smart
metering and keep track of relevant flows to CE analysis in a city and in business.
Moreover, the definition of the required data is also relevant. International associations, backed
by the EU, are developing a set of indicators that shall measure circularity. This work is not
new - generally focused on business - but it has yet to find a consensus between international
agencies, with a clear definition of the most relevant indicators and respective data.
Furthermore, this indicators development shall not neglect the relevance of cities in circularity,
allocating indicators to them and enabling their potential to be the pilots of CE implementation.
Coming back to Porto, it is understood that, as a whole, it is still in the initial development to
become a circular city. Nevertheless, its context as part of Eurocities, with the role of Industrial
Symbioses, shall increase its performance, as circular, and the performance of its sectors,
making this city a living lab on the subject.
Its local resources, in energy terms, have the potential to make the city more energetic
independent. A focus on wind and solar shall be made, already a reality with enterprises like
Vestas coming to town and pilot projects as the WindFloat tacking action. Moreover, further
work shall be done in analysing the relevance and opportunities of being next to river Douro.
One understands the need for a more export-oriented philosophy, making more use of the local
resources and by recirculating some of Porto products. Finally, there is a push from Porto
towards the installation of more green areas. A focus on synergies between buildings and new
green areas shall be done, always with the dynamics of the city in mind.
In the Renewable Energy Field, and observing the policies present in Portugal, it is visible the
good path that Portugal is in, leveraged by a high-quality grid network that connects the country.
Nevertheless, let’s not forget the aim and trend of a higher EV penetration in the transport
sector, giving the chance of a new penetration of electricity power sources, namely renewable,
in the overall energy sector. Moreover, decentralized power shall start taking a bigger share of
the generation, incentivized by the government and therefore giving higher energetic
independence to cities, as well as resilience.
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Porto is increasing its presence in innovation in general, with a higher focus on hubs and is
relation with universities, fostering entrepreneurism. However, CE is a new will of the
municipality, and the next years incentives that focus on this matter shall be important. Porto
shall leverage in the already created platform of entrepreneurs and innovation, together with
the topics developed in these hubs, which have similarities with CE. The fact of belonging to
Eurocities and the participation in international projects is a positive aspect of Porto innovation
centres and shall lead this transition towards a circular city.
The food sector still has lots to improve, especially in the two fronts analysed by the indicators.
On one hand, the retail sector, as a whole, has yet to improve their responsibility in being
circular, first by increasing their food waste allocated to a second-life. These actions are viable,
since Continente is already doing them, leading the shift to circularity in the food sector. On
the other hand, restaurants shall decrease their smaller waste production, adopting sharing
schemes as OLIO that allocate it to citizens that might want it.
Porto’s housing has to be retrofitted, being more adaptable to the population and circular needs.
It has to be upgraded in terms of materials and technologies, adapting smarter electrical
networks and metering, allowing synergies from decentralized power in buildings to integration
of EVs as buffers. Smart housing, in the immediate form of an app in each citizen phone, has
to become a reality to sensitize society in CE. Offices should be further explored, defining how
to analyse them as well as implementin sharing behaviours. Moreover, retrofit has to increase
its share in the building works, complemented by material passports and material banks. For
these three actions to happen, legislation has to enforce it, focusing in heavier penalties for the
non-registration of materials in buildings, the allocation of local banks of building materials
and a push to shift retrofitting based on circularity as a viable and optimal alternative.
Furthermore, a path to the industrialization of this sector, defined by modularity, flexibility and
sustainability shall be defined, based on 3D-printing technology.
The transport sector is developed but understood as blocked mainly due to cultural and social
barriers. Individual transport is the main source of transportation in Porto and Portugal.
Moreover, this transportation is mostly composed by fossil fuel powered technologies. This
goes alongside a political panorama that promotes only slightly the shift to EVs, which is
concerned with the shift towards sharing technologies, but with little investments to it. Even
more, there is a very weak charging network for EVs, with its development blocked by the
monopoly of MOBI.E. It is the municipality role (and the national government to allow support
its autonomy) to define a strategy to implement incentives and penalties so there is a systemic
shift in this sector. The increase of prohibited areas for individual transportation, complemented
by prohibitions for fossil fuel transportation may influence the shift to public transportation. It
is also the municipality role to attract sharing companies, as eCooltra and BlaBlaCar, to work
in their area, being one of the pilot cities in Europe in shared mobility. More than just the
charging for EVs network, one must rebuild the infrastructure of Porto always focused in the
future of mobility, i.e., making it flexible for technologies that will most likely strive as
automation and the IoT in the mobility system.
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In the specific industries, Cork was the only selected and future work shall explore multiple
specific industries. Many of the possible synergies can come from here. Moreover, it is
understood that a shift to circularity can happen through this side of the framework, by
connecting local industries through synergies platforms and CE conferences, shaping the
economic and cultural panorama of the city. In Porto case, other industries to join Cork may be
textile, furniture, shoemaking, plastic, rubber and metallurgic manufacture. These industries are
all present in Porto and all share opportunities, some due to easiness of its implementation,
others due to the huge potential and positive impacts if implemented (AMP, 2013). Going back
to cork, it is a great example of how circularity can strive in companies, with positive impacts
in the environment, finances and charisma of the enterprise. The ease, compared to most of
other sectors, to recover data in Cork Amorim shall be highlighted. Companies have the
opportunity, as Cork Amorim, to monitor closely their business, focusing in circularity, and use
it as leverage to gain competitiveness. This is a sector that is expected to keep expanding, which
can use the CE trend to obtain more weight in its sector, overall and lead the transition.
Porto Municipality has a high focus on water management, and how to upgrade it, identifying
it as a major barrier in losses terms in terms of CE. The indicators used in this work don’t reflect
this situation. It shows the liability in nowadays indicators, and the need of collection of
information by relevant and accessible entities. Águas do Porto has the focus on the right areas,
as well as Portugal and Porto. The political framework, although lacking some set of objectives
and oversight, is organized to tackle the leakage issues, increase synergies by the recovery of
nutrients and upgrade the digitalization of the network. Nevertheless, modifying the network is
expensive due to physical accessibility, and shall be tackled in a systemic and planned way, as
the transport sector (although it is more developed in terms of circularity) taking into account
future circular behaviours, as the circularity in buildings and the use of waste water in the
increased share of green spaces.
The waste management is lead, in a good path, by Lipor. The biggest achieving is the almost
zero landfilled waste, which should put Lipor as the reference to Portugal cities. Nevertheless,
many of this waste ends up incinerated, which does not recover most of the value of the material
and, in a circular model, should be a final solution. Lipor can’t tackle the biggest part of this
issue. To make a better second-life usage of the waste separation of materials must be done and
Lipor is already doing it and preparing for more. It comes from the companies to design the
waste in a smart way to disassembly, using materials that are durable and circular friendly. For
that to happen, reverse logistics business models shall be explored and supported, with a clear
legislative framework that promotes this behaviours and infrastructures that can support it, as
second-life material markets. Another front is the implementation of the citizen as part of the
separation of waste process, which is seen by some entities as a lost cause. Again, Lipor is
aiming to prove its possibility, asking for Porto (and other municipalities) citizens to separate
their waste and sensitizing them on how to directly reuse it at home. It is being described, by
Lipor, as a success programme.
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Portugal has a good political framework that promotes education, in all levels. Moreover,
universities are mostly accessible, covering mostly every relevant field. Port follows this
profile, having a strong college presence and backed by some schools, with both leading scholar
rankings. Moreover, one understands that there is the build-up of innovation hubs and Porto
University, as well as even the creation of a college course of circular economy. However, it
still has to tackle population basic education. This goes together with demographics, where one
understands that elder citizens will be a big share of the population in the next decades. To
achieve the potential of this age group to be an example, education programmes have to be
developed and prepare elder citizens to circular roles in circular Porto.
Now focusing on the most relevant field of Porto, digitalization, which if shifted in a holistic
way, embracing the citizens role and with inter-enterprise transparency has the potential to
leverage all the sectors, bringing Porto to a circular friendly position. It is a trend with lots of
track in the past years, being supported by big enterprises - in circular economy mainly Google
– in every sector. It is reflected in the population access to it, for instance, smartphones
accessibility, by the population knowing how to use it and willing to use it and in how much
data (and if it is relevant) is collected. All sectors shall have a better monitorization, allowing
the gathering and treatment of data that will become indicators and will translate the current
situation of a city, in circular terms. Porto has the smartphone friendly characteristic, but more
effort shall be done in collecting data, in an effective way that will reflect the value chain of
many products and processes, bringing transparency and information that will leverage circular
business, circularity in all the sectors and ultimately circular cities.
According to policies, many incentives are in progress or planned, with the EU being
responsible for part of them. Legislation has to be reviewed, with a national effort to focus it in
circular economy. It has to be accessible and organized to the public, making it easier to
individuals and SMEs to understand the political framework they are navigating in, while also
reducing the uncertainty of investors by showing commitment to this path.
This sector by sector discussion shows that much work has still to be done to evaluate a city in
terms of circularity, through this framework. Many other aspects of each sector can be analysed,
more industries shall be introduced in the specific industries section and, as so, more data has
to be collected and treated. For that, collaboration in a multi-level, through relevant agents, shall
be accomplished as well as looked for.
Portugal has the opportunity, due to Porto and Lisbon initiative to lead circularity (two of the
most emblematic cities in Portugal), to develop an environment where CE in cities can strive.
For that, standard indicators that reflect each city but also allow to compare them in a national
level can be implemented. National regulators can take an important role here, making the
connection between cities, identifying, together with municipalities, the potentials and where
to improve in each one. Furthermore, intercity synergies can be found through national level
meetings.
Extrapolating to Europe, keeping the same line of thought, there is the opportunity of having
pilot circular cities (Amsterdam, Glasgow, Barcelona, inter alia) as the pushers of CE to other
cities and business. A more omnibus indicator shall be implemented in this panorama, so cities
can be evaluated in a broader and more ranked scope. This will allow not only to identify the
best cities in circularity but shall also transmit their strong areas and weak areas, again
promoting synergies in a global level.
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This framework can be the foundation of a solution for this multi-level need to evaluate a city
circularity. However, this work also shows the many barriers to achieve it. The lack of
information and relevant data is something blocking CE in cities. Even more, there is the need
for a consensus in which data is most relevant to CE, to each sector and in the city as a whole
(even at product, national and global level), while keeping realistic the gathering of this data
(for instance, the global food loss indicator is reflective of a sector but is not realistic to
implement with today’s data). This is strongly connected to the definition of indicators, in the
hands of the EU, which are expected to be defined soon. Its introduction to CE will be
interesting to the reanalysis of the feasibility of this framework.
Associated to this are the assumptions done in each sector. Most of all, it was assumed that a
few indicators by sector are enough to analyse CE. One understands the simplicity of this, and
here the new set of indicators and further gathering of data to use will contribute to a more on
spot analysis of circularity in the city level. Moreover, some of the indicators data were
incomplete, forcing the assumption of the remaining data. This is an example on, for instance,
the food sector, and also in many of the set goals. In the goals, some had to be defined based
on objectives provided by relevant entities - which generally weren’t directly connected to CE
- or to non-provided objectives, which were based on literature review on CE impacts and also
on the context of Porto, Portugal and Europe.

5. Conclusion & Recommendations
Cities are undoubtedly a hotspot of economic, environmental, technological and social
development nowadays and this weight will just increase in the future. With the will of the EU
to head towards circularity, it is required a framework that can support municipalities in the
pursuit of CE. This work recommends a framework that comes from a holistic definition of CE
in a city context, which was developed in the key characteristics of modularity, flexibility and
transparency, reflecting at the same time the acknowledged most relevant fields in a circular
city and allowing their interaction.
It was developed to focus in the city level, taking into account the sectors of a city. Therefore,
it can be situated in the macro-meso level. Nevertheless, it has the purpose to be modular
enough to a more global analysis. For that, more standard indicators, that are in the context of
every circular city, shall be implemented. A multi-criteria analysis can be implemented in the
future, reflecting the weights of different indicators in each sector. Another usage of a multicriteria analysis in a more global level is to allow a ranking of circular cities, as well as more
overall characterisations. This means a standardization of indicators, which will enable city
comparison. It also aims to be flexible to lower levels analysis. It is recommended that further
work is done in a more sectorial level, connecting the meso circular analysis (through LCA,
MFA or other more modern frameworks, as the Butterfly from EMF) to this framework,
therefore making a direct bridge between meso and macro data and indicators, giving more
reliability and transparency to the allowed data. After, this can be repeated to the product level,
reaching a multi-level analysis, characteristic of CE, and giving the holistic requirement of its
implementation, based on its key concepts of transparency, and design to modularity and
flexibility.
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This implementation and multilevel development require the so spoken monitorization of flows
of materials and energy. This is a systemic installation that is mandatory for a circular city
analysis. A deeper study in how to increase the data collection through digitalization in a city
environment and its different sectors is important to a circular future.
Moreover, a new set of indicators is currently being developed. The European Commission,
together with relevant entities in the CE subject, as EMF and ESAC, are making an effort to
overcome the challenge of monitoring circularity in cities. It is recommended an analysis of
these indicators and how to adequate them into the multi-level analysis of circularity, in a city
context. It is also recommended that, on the European level, indicators are developed
considering that cities are all particular, but have their similarities. Therefore, modularity and
flexibility shall be present on the development of indicators, balanced with a standardization
and simplicity perspective, which allows city comparison and ranking, testing the integration
of Multi Analysis indicators to reflect in concise manner the circularity of a city. Indicators for
the exact level of this work shall be also tested, based on the EU circular indicators that are yet
to be presented.
Finally, there is a need, in term of the analysis of a city in its circularity, of a broader
involvement of agents, reducing the needed assumptions and therefore allowing a reflective
understanding of a city standpoint, as well as the future objectives and pathways. If with a broad
enough work group, deeper analysis shall be a reality, complementing this framework with
economic, technical, social and environmental analysis of possible paths.
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